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EAGLES APPROACHING FINAL TUNE- UP
MOREHEAD, Kv.---The MSU Eag les will entertain Saginaw Vallev State
Colleg e this Saturday, Jan. 5 before opening the conference season Monday,
Jan. 7 in Richmond against Eastern Kentucky .
~1SU's rollercoaster ore-conference season took a dip last Saturday as
TTestern ~entucky blistered the Ea2les, now 4-7, 80 - 49 in Bowling Green, Ky.
"We are not a good baske tball teal!l, especially when we 're not ready to
play ," said Eag le coach Hayne Martin.

"Festern was ready to play and our

Performance was embarassing."
The Eagles will be looking to win number 16 in a row in the AcademicAthletic Center when the Saginaw Valley Cardinals come to town Saturday for
a 7: 30

D. m.

(EST) tipoff.

The Cardinals (B-J) were victorious in their firs t eight outin gs this
season before losing in overtime to Tri State of Indiana on Dec. 17.

SVSC

will play at Wayne State Jan. 3 before coming to MSU.
"Saginaw Valley is a fine NAIA team," said Martin.

"We need a so l id

ner-Font'.ance before onening OVC play fondav nigh t."
The Cardinals, who were ranked 7th in the first NAIA poll, feature four
players scoring i n double figures, including their leader Mark Oates.
The 6- 5, 200-nound senior is scoring 17 .7 points per game and grabbing
6.~ rebounds ner contest.

James Preston, a 6-1 guard, averages 15.2 points ?er game.
and Steve Schmok are also in twin digits.

Dan Farley

Farley, a 6-7 senior is producing

14.8 points and 7.8 rebounds per game, whi le Schmok, a 6-5 senior averages

- more-

EAGLES APPROACHING FINAL TUNE-UP 2-2-2-2-2-

12.0 points per game.
Saturday's ~rune has been designated Organizational Night.

Any

organization may nurchase tickets in advance for half price at the athletic
office in the AAC.

These tickets must be purchased in advance .

The MSU- EKU contest on Jan. 7 will kick off the Ohio Valley Conference's
te l evision nackage with the Sports Time Cable Network.
This will be the only time MSU wil l appear on the Sports Time Cable
Network this season .
Tipoff from Alumni Coliseum is scheduled for 7 : 30 p.m. (EST).

- 30-
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POST SEASON HONORS CONTINUE FOR THREE EAGLES
MOREHEAD, Ky.---MSU football play ers Mike Hanlin, Tod Short and Billy
Poe have been named to the Associated Press Div . I-AA Honorable Mention
All-America team .
All three were previously selected to the All-Ohio Valley Conference
team.
Hanlin, a 5-11, 180-pound quarterback, broke three school records
and tied another this past season.

The senior , from St. Mary 's, W. Va.,

completed 162 passes for 1,897 yards and 20 touchdowns.

He finished as

the OVC's top passer.
Short, a 5-10, 175-pound senior from Pasadena, Calif . , was Hanlin's
favorite target.

The transfer from the University of Kansas led the OVC

with 62 receptions for 633 yards and nine touchdowns.
Poe, a 6-2 , 243-pound sophomore from Ironton, Ohio, was one of the
young leaders on the MSU offensiv e line.
of the Week" during the 1984 sea son.
School.

1-4-85 ml

Poe was twice named "OVC Lineman

He i s a graduate of Rock Hill High
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EAGLES HEAD NORTH
MOREHEAD, Ky---The MSU Eagles are preparing fo r a pair of roa d conference
games as they take their annual trip up north to face Youngstown State and the
University of Akron this weekend.
The Eagles wil l face YSU this Saturday at 7:30 p. m. (EST) in the Beeghly
Center after defeating the Penguins 67-65 at home on Jan . 26.

That game

remains MSU ' s onl y conference win of the season so far.
MSU, now 6-14 overall and 1-7 in Ohio Valley Conference action , will try
to rebound from a 66-61 loss to Eastern Kentucky while the Penguins are riding
a 73- 67 win over Akron.

YSU i s 12-9 overal l and 4- 4 in league play.

MSU will face the Akron Zips this Monday at 7:30 p.m. in the Health and
Physical Education Building.

After their l oss to Youngstown State . the Zins

are 9-9 overall and 3-5 in the OVC.

The Eag les were beaten bv Akron in the

Academi c -Athletic Center 71-61 on Jan. 28.
"We have l ost four of our last five games at home and now we go on the
road to play one team that we defeated by two points (YSU) and another that
beat us at home bv 10 (Akron)," said MSU head coach Wayne Martin.

"It's always

tough play ing on the road in our conference and we are looking for that
intangible which is believing we can win. "
MSU continues to be led by center Bob Mccann, a 6- 9 sophomore from
Morristown , N.J .

Mccann is averaging 15 . 1 points and 9.9 rebounds per game.

However, the Eag l es l ack consistency from other players.
"Our kids play hard and well at times," claims Martin.

"Some night I

would like to see us click on all eight cyclinders if it is possib l e .
what it will take for us to get one of these on the road ."

- more -

That's

EAGLES HEAD NORTH 2-2-2-2-2
The Eagles are hoping to jinx the Penguins again this Saturday.
never beaten MSU on the basketball court in eight tries.
have taken place in the Beeghly Center.

YSU has

Three of those los ses

Morehead State leads the series with

Akron 9-5 .
(Probable Starters)
Morehead State (6-14, 1-7)
F--Willie Feldhaus (6-~175,
F--Roland Chadwick (6-5. 184,
C--Bob McCann (6-9, 255, So.,
G--Rob Barker (6-0, 152 , Jr.,
G--Talbert Turner (5-10, 179,

So. , Mavsville, KY.)
Fr. , Lake Wells . Fl.)
Morristown, N.J.)
Muncie. IN . )
Fr .. Falmouth. KY.)

Youngstown State (12-9, 4-4)
F--John Keshock (6-5. 190, Sr.,
F--Vaughn Luton (6-5\, 195, Fr.
C--Ray Robinson (6-7, 215. Sr.,
G--Bruce Timko (5-11, 170. Jr.,
G--Kevin Cherry (6-1, 170, Sr.,

Highland Heights. Ohio)
, Coraopolis, PA.)
Akron, Ohio)
McDonald, Ohio)
Akron, Ohio)

University of Akron (9-9, 3-5)
F--Doug Schutz (6-7 , 210, So., Mentor. Ohio)
F--John Loyer (6-4, 165 . So., Galion, Ohio)
C--Bryan Roth (6-8, 235, Sr., Sanduskv, Ohio)
G--Dave Smith (6-3, 185, Sr., Napoleon , Ohio)
G--James Merchant (6-2, 185, Jr .. Oberlin, Ohio)
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EAGLES HOPE TO BREAK ROAD JINX WITH TWO OVC GAMES
MOREHEAD, Ky---The old cliche, there's no place like home, certainly
holds true for Morehead State Universi t y 's basketba ll team.

The Eagles

are 5-0 at home and own a 16-game homecourt winning streak.
However, road games this season have proven fatal as MSU stands 0-8
after a 69-58 loss to Eastern Kentucky last Monday night in Richmond.
"I think playing away from your own comfortable setting is a problem
for most young basketball teams," said Eag le coach Wayne Martin.

"As you

mature you are better able to cope with crown intimidation and play more
relaxed."
MSU, 5-8 overall and 0-1 in Ohio Valley Conference action, will now
travel to Mur freesboro, Tenn., to face Middle Tennessee Saturday night
before facing Tennessee Tech Monday night in Cookeville, Tenn .
"Starting out your conference season with three straight road games
is a tough situation for any young basketball team," said Martin.

"I

felt we made improvements in the Eastern game , but now we have to convince
our kids of that so they don't hang their heads over the loss."
Middle Tennessee, now 5-6, is coming off a 70-64 loss to Tennessee
Tech on Monday night in both team's conference opener.
The Blue Raiders feature three player s scoring in double figures .
Here is a look at Saturday nights starting lineups:

-more-
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18 . 5
4.9

MSU lead s t he s erie s wi th MTSU 42-25 . Las e yea r the Eagles and Blue
Ra ider s s plit their two meet ings.
Tipoff from the Murphy Center Satur day is 8: 30 p.rn. (EST).
MSU and Te nnes see Tech will also tip it off at 8 : 3 0 p.m. (EST)
Monday from the Eblen Center .
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MSU FOOTBALL COACH HAS ARTICLE PUBLISHED
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Fred Mariani, MSU ' s offensive line coach, had an
article published recently in the Athletic Journal, a magazine subscribed
to by many coach es and athletic administrators at all levels.
The article, in the December issue of Athletic Journal, concerns the
delay passing game.
Mariani, 32, served eieht years as offensive coordinator and recruiting
coordinator at St. Joseph's College in Rensselaer, Ind.

He directed an

offens e that broke 46 St. Joseph ' s schoo l records.
"The article is a series on the dron back passing game," said Mariani.
"It was verv successful at St. Joseph ' s and we are using some of it here at
MSU."
A 1974 graduate of St. Jo seph 's , Mariani was a two-year starter for the
Pumas as an offen sive guard.

He helped build the 1984 MSU offensive line

which was well respected in the Ohio Valley Conference this past season.
"It's quite an honor for Fred to have the artic l e placed in a highl y
regarded publication such as the Athletic J ournal," praised MSU head footba ll
coach Bill Baldridge.

"One of the reasons I hired him is that he has a

great knowledge of the nassing gaTlle . "
A native of Brooklyn, N.Y., Mariani and his wife Stacy have one daughter,
Brook Marie, 2.

fflflt:fflF:fftJ:fflf
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YOUNG EAGLES LOOK TO HALT SKID
MOREHEAD, Ky .---After a rugged 0-3 start in the Ohio Valley
Conference, the MSU Eag les return home for five straight games beginning
Saturday night with Austin Peay.
The Eagles, now 5-10 overall after losses to ~iddle Tennessee (75-63)
and Tennessee Tech (76-64), are one of two teams i n the league without
the benefit of olaying a conference game at home.
"It was quite an experience for our young players to start the league
with three tough road games.

Now we have to face some teams at home that

have momentum," sai<l Eag le head coach Wayne Mar tin.

"They (APSU) have to

feel that we are one of the teams they can beat this season on the r oad ."
The Governors may have earned the nickname "Cardiac Kids" after
buzzer shot victori es over Youngstown State (74-72) and Akron (54-52).
APSU is now 6-9 overall and 2-1 in the league.
The Eag les are hoping that the MC ' s winning tradition will be too
much for the Gov ' s to overcome with MSU riding a 16-game home winning
streak.
"In order for our kids to continue to improve, we must now find ways
to win at home," stated Martin."

"We need to take advantage of it."

MSU continues to be led by Bob McCann, a 6-9 center fr©m ~orristown,
N.J.

McCann averages 13 . 8 points and 10.1 rebounds per game .
MSU ' s Rob Barker and Talbert Turner are also scoring in double dig it s .

Barker, a 6-0 guard is averag ing 10.9 and Turner , a 5-10 guard aver ages
10 .4 point s per ~ame .
The Ea~les have won the last six games with APSU and lead the s erie s

-more-

YOUNG EAGLES LOOK TO HALT SKID
overall 27-15.

2- 2- 2-2-

Tipoff at the AAC Saturday is schedu led for 7:30 p . m. (EST).

The MSU-APSU game has been designated " Alumni and Spirit Night."

Any

graduate of MSU identifying themselves at the ticket window may purchase
one ticket per graduate for half price.
may compete for the Spirit Award.

Also, all MSU student organizations

The student organ ization judged to be

the best wil l receive $50.
Monday night the Murray State "Racers " will be in town to take on
the Eagles on " Senior Citizens Night."
free ticket at the ticket window.

Any senior citizen may pick up a

Tipoff is also 7:30 p . m. (EST).

Here is a look at the tentative starting lineups for both games:
MOREHEAD STATE (5- 10) (0-3)

AVG.

F

Roland Chadwick

6- 5

184

Fr.

5. 2

F

Willie Feldhaus

6- 6

175

So.

8.8

C

Bob Mccann

6- 9

255

So.

13.8

G

Talbert Turner

5- 10 179

Fr.

10.4

G

Rob Barker

6-0

Jr .

10 . 9

152

AVG.

AUSTIN PEAY (6-9) (2 - 1)
F

Gerald Grey

6- 5

165

Jr .

15.5

F

Calvin Kelly

"6-3

190

Fr.

3.7

C

James Col son

6- 6

230

Jr .

9.9

G

James Rorex

6- 0

156

Sr .

9.2

G

Vincent Brooks

6-1

135

Fr.

4.6
AVG.

MURRAY STATE (13 - 2) (3-0)
F

Vada Martin

6- 7

190

Sr.

12.1

F

Chuck Glass

6-6

195

Jr .

10.3

C

Mike Lahm

6-11 215

Sr.

9.2

G

Zedric Macklin

6- 5

175

Jr.

13.1

G

Craig Tal ley

6-4

195

Sr.

13 . 4
l -1 6- 85ml
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EAGLES STILL WINLESS IN CONFERENCE PLAY
MOREHEAD, Kv. - --Afte r losing back-to-hack games for the first time in the
Academic-Athletic Center . the MSU Eagles will go back to the drawing board
to prepare for the Youn8s town State Penguins this Saturday at 7:30 p.m. (EST)
in the AAC.
After losing 63-61 to Austin Peay and 83-61 to Murray State, the Eagles
are in the midst of a five-game l osing streak.

MSU, 5-12 overall and 0-5 in

the Ohio Valley Conference , will be facing a ~air of hot Ohio teams with Akron
coming to town Monday, Jan. 28 for a 7:30 p.m . (EST) tipoff.
Youngstown State swept a pair of league games last week with wins against
~1iddle Tennessee (57-56) and Tennessee Tech (68-67)

The Penguins, now 11-7

overall and 3-2 in the OVC, are in chird place after beating the preseason
favorite Golden Eagles on a tin - in shot at the buzzer by John Keshock.
Akron. 6- 8, came up wi th an impressive 80-64 victory over Middl e Tennessee
~ondav night for the Zins first league win of the season.
"We a re faced again with two con fident teams coming here," said MSU head
coach Wayne Martin.

"The Penguins just won two league games and Akron found

a way to win at home which is what we need to do now."
Youngstown State is led by John Keshock, a 6-6 forward who averages 14 . 6
points per game.

Ray Robinson, a 6-7 senior forward comes off the bench with

g_3 points per e ame.
"Like Tennessee Tech, Youngstown can throw a lot of people at you, "
commented Wavne Martin.

11

They like to take it ri~ht to you. "

Despite the losing skid, the MSU coaching staff continues to be impressed

- more-

EN~LES STILL WINLESS IN CONFERENCE "PLAY 2-2-2-2-2with the play of 6-9 center Bob McCann.

The native of Morristown, N.J. ,

oumoed in a career high 33 ooints in a losin~ cause against ~urrav State
Monday night.

Mccann is now averaging 15.2 points oer game and 10 .3 rebounds,

which is taos in the league .

He a lso leads the conference with 51 b lo cked

shots.
"You will not see as fine a oerformance anvwhere than Bob 's Monday night,"
oraised Martin.

"He scored from all over the floor, rebounded well, dished

it off and blocked five shots.

He is living uo to our expectations."

the Penguins will be lookinR for their first win ever against Morehead
State on the court.

So far the Eagles are 7-0 in the young series with YSU.

The last meeting between the two teams saw MSU defeat the Penguins 47-44 in
the finals of the Ohio Valley Conference tournament.
1984-85 Stats

PROBABLE STARTERS:
Morehead State Eagles (5-12 overall)
l<'orward - - T,Tillie Feldhau::. ( 6-6, 17 5, So. , Maysville, Kv.)
Forward-- Roland Chadwick (6-5. 184, Fr., Lake We lls. Fl.)
Center -- Bob Mccann (6-9, 255. So., Morristown, N.J. )
r.uard -- Rob Barker (6-0. 152, Jr., Muncie, Ind . )
r,uard -- Talbert Turner (5-10, 179, Fr. Falmouth, Ky.)

8.6
5.1
15 .2
10 . 4
9.9

opg
ppg
opg
ppg
ppg

14.6
1. 5
6.7
5.1
3.6

ppg

7.1
4. 6
14.8
13.7
3.9

ppg
ppg
ppg
ppg
ppg

Younf-stown State Penguins (11- 7 overall
Forward --John Keshock (6-5, 190 . Sr., Highlands Heights, Oh.)
Forward --Vaughn Luton (6-5\, 195 , Fr., Caraopoli s, Pa.)
Center --Troy Williams (6-7, 220, Sr., Akron, Oh.)
Guard --Kevin Cherry (6-1, 170, Sr. , Akron , Oh .)
Guard --Jim Gilmore (6-4, 180 , Fr ., Warren, Oh.)

ppg
ppg
ppg

Akron Zips (6-8 overall)
Forward -- Doug Schutz (6-7 . 210, So., Mentor, Oh.)
Forward -- John Loyer (6 -4, 165 . So., Galion, Oh.)
Center -- Bryan Roth (6-8 , 235, Sr., Sandusky, Oh.)
Guard
James Merchant (6-2, 185 , Jr., Oberlin. Oh.)
Guard -- Dave Smith (6-3, 185, Sr., Napoleon, Oh .)

For updates on MSU athletics call the Eagle Hotline at 606-783-25501 I! I
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BALDRIDGE SIGNS TT~O MORE DEFENSIVE STANDOUTS
MOREHEAD, Ky . ---In keeping with his promise to beef un the defense ,

MSU coach Bill Baldridge signed two more defensive recruits.
Kelvin Bellamy, a 6-1, 180-pound free safetv from Trenton, N.J.,
signed a national letter of intent.

The transfer f rom Wesley Junior

College was named a first- team All-America plaver in both the Junior
Co llege Grid Wire a n d National Junior Co llege Athletic Association pol ls.
Bellamy led the nation in interceptions with 11 and had five of those
in one game aRainst Hudson Valley Junior College.
"This is the second outstanding defensive back we have s i gned,"
said MSU head football coach Bill Baldridge .

"It's cer tainly a big boost

to our urogram to sign an All-America p l ayer.

Kelvin is an out standi ng

person a nd student . "
Another addition to the defense is John Blake, a 6-1, 215-pound
linebacker from Cumberland, MD .
College

i·1

Blake played at Potomac State Junior

here he made 133 tackles last season and was named to the All -

Coastal Conference team .
" We thought John was one of the better linebackers in the Coastal
Conference , " adds Baldridge .

"We like his aggressiveness and quickness."

Flake an<l ~ellamv join ~haun Smith to the list of junior college
signees for lvtSTJ,
Smith, a 6-0, 170-pound defensive back signed two weeks ago.

-30-
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MSU SIGNEES NOW TOTAL FIVE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State football coach Bill Baldridge added
two more recruits to his list of signees.

Mike Redd, a defensive back

from Camden , N.J., and Mike Innis, a defensive tackle and native of
Inglewood , Cal., are the l atest to ink with the Eagles.
Redd is

5-10. 175 pounds and played at the same high school (Camden)

as teammate Daman Stephens , 11SU ' s l ea ding ground gainar arid best offensive
back of 1984.

He did not play this past season after suffering a knee

injury his senior year at Camden.
Innis, a transfer from Los Angeles Pierce Junior College , will help
beef up MSU ' s defensive line.
to the All-Conference team.

Innis is 6-4, 255 pounds and was named
He was a long iumper in high school and

has good speed for his size.
" We are very happy to add these two fine recruits," said MSU head
coach Bill Baldridge.

"Mike Redd will help us in our secondary while

Mike Innis will give us some size on our defensive line, which we so
badly need . "
The Eagle coaching staff is now preparing for national signing day
on February 13 when high school recruits are eligible to sign letters of
intent.
Here is an updated list of MSU signees:
Name

Ht

Wt

Hometown/High Schoo l

Position

~ike Redd

5-10

175

Camden. N. J. /Camden

DB

Mike Innis

6-4

255

Inglewood. Cal./Pierce JC

DT

Kelvin Bellamy

6-1

180

Trenton, N. J. /Wesley JC

FS

John Blake

6-1

215

Cumberland. MD . /Potomac JC

LB

Shaun Smith

6-0

190

Detroit. MICH. / Eastern Utah JC

DB

') ("\
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BALDRIDGE HAS COAST-TO-COAST SIGNING PERIOD
MOREHEAD, Ky .-- - Morehead State University head football coach Bill
Baldridge has signed 16 more recruits to play football at MSU next season.
Counting five earlier signees, Baldridge has now inked a total of 21 recruits
stretching from New Jersey to California.
Of the 21 recruits, 13 come from the junior college ranks while eight are
high school signees. Two of the 13 junior college recruits, Kelvin Bellamy,
a 6- 1 , 180- pound free safety from Wesley Community College, and Allen
Montgomery, a 6-1, 200 - pound defensive end from Gul f Coast Corrrrnunity College,
are first-team All- Americans. This year ' s recruiting class represents 11
different states throughout the country .
"We're very happy with the qua l ity of kids we got ," stated coach Baldridge
"We are battling and winning the recruiting wars with some very big schools and
that's a credit to my coaching staff."
"We got more than just our foot in the door in some different areas of
the country and hopefully it will continue to pay off in the future. "
Coach Baldridge pledged to beef up t h e defense next season and 16 of the
21 signees will line up on the defensive side of the ball.
Here is a detailed look at each of the signees:

Kelvin Bellamy

6-1

180

FS

TRENTON, N.J. / WESLEY COMM. COLL.

Honors - First- Team Junior College Grid Wire All-American, First-Team AllAmerican National Junior College Athletics Association. First Team
All-Conference. Runs 40- yard dash in 4.6. He played in the Coastal
Conference All Star game. He tied for first in the nation in
interceptions wi th 11 .

- more-
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EAGLES TO MAKE FINAL ROAD TRIP BEFORE OVC TOURNEY
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The MSU Eagles close out regular season play with a road
trip that takes them to Austin Peay Saturday night and Murray State Monday
night.
In what has been a dismal season , the Eagles got a shot in the arm with
a 79-70 upset of league leader Tennessee Tech on Monday night in the AcademicAthletic Center.

MSU,now 7-17 overall, 2-10 in the Ohio Valley Conference,

finished the 1984-85 home season with a 7-5 mark.
"We have been able to come up with a couple of surprises at home this
year with wins over Youngstown and Tech," said Eag le head coach Wayne Mart in.
"Hopefully the win over our league leader (TECH) wil l give us a boost to
possibly up set someone on this road trip."
MSU has been riding the back of center Bob Mccann, a 6-9 sophomore.

The

native of Morristown , N. J ., pumped in a career high 36 points against Tennes see
Tech and now has his average up to 17.0 points per game,
MSU will face the APSU Governors in Clarksville, Tenn ., Saturday at
8:30 p.m . (EST) as the two teams meet for the second time this season .

The

Gov's defeated the Eagles 63-61 in Morehead on J an. 19 , but APSU has since lost
eight straight conference games to go 7-17 overall and 3-9 in the league.
When the Eagles face ~urray Sta te on Monday in Racer Arena at 8:30 p . m.
p.m. (EST), they wi ll be taking on a club that lost four straight ro a d games
prior to a

l eagu e

rnatchup with Eastern Kentucky on Saturday night.

Murray

State is 18-7 overall, 7-5 in the conference.
After the Murray State contest , the Eag les will travel straight to
Murfreesboro, Tenn., to participate in the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament

-more-

EAGLES TO MAKE FINAL ROAD TRIP BEFORE OVC TOURNEY 2-2 - 2- 2- 2- 2
at Middl e Tenness ee State University (Feb. 28- March 2). MSU's opponent will
not be determined until the final two regular season games are played.

STARTING LINEUPS: (Probable)
Morehead State (7-17, 2-10)
F--Willie Feldhaus (6-6, 175, So., Maysvi lle, Ky.)
F--Roland Chadwick (6-5, 184, Fr., Lake Wells, Fl.)
C--Bob Mccann (6 -9, 255, So., Morristown, N.J.)
G--Derek Childress (6 - 4, 232, Jr., Muncie, Ind.)
G--Mike Harrison (6 - 2, 178 , Fr. , Louisville, Ky.)
Austin Peay (7-17, 3-9)
F--James Colson (6-6 , 230, Jr., Americus, Ga.)
F--Gerald Gray (6-5, 165, Jr ., Louisvi lle, Ky.)
C--Robert Biggers (6-5, 167 , Jr. , Shelbyville, Ky .)
G--James Rorex (6-0, 156, Sr., Knoxvi lle, Tenn.)
G--Lonnie West (5-11, 170,Jr., Springfield, Tenn.)
Murray State (18-7, 7-5)
F--Chuck Glass (6 - 6, 195, Jr., Elkton, Ky.)
F--Vada Martin (6-7 , 190 , Sr., Montgomery, Al a.)
C- - Mike Lahm (6-11, 215, Sr., St. Louis, Mo.)
G--Zedric Macklin (6-5, 175, Jr., Memphis, Tenn .)
G- -Craig Talley (6- 4, 195, Sr., Baltimore, Md.)

- 30-
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EAGLES TRAVEL NORTH TO OPEN THE MEAN SEASON
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State coaching staff wi l l be
making f i nal adjustments this week as the Eagles open Ohio Val ley
Conference p l ay this Saturday at Youngstown State at 7:30 p . m.
MSU, now 7- 5 over all after an 89 - 55 win at home last Saturday
n i ght against Clinch Valley, will be out to improve on last year' s
2-1 2 conferen ce s l ate .

The Eagl es have alr eady equa l ed last year' s

total number of wins.
" I think our pre- conference season has been produ ctive in
r egard t o 13 different player s acqu i r ing consider able game experi ence, "
MSU head coach Wayne Mar tin remarked.

" Although we have been incon-

sistent, our team has on occasion played ver y well . "
Youngstown State is 4- 9 overall and 0- 1 in the OVC after losing
its league opener Satur day night to Akron 64- 62 at YSU.

The Penquins

are led by 6- 3 seni or Garry Robbins (13 . 0 ppg/4. 1 r pg) and 5-11
senior Br uce Timko (11. 1 ppg / 2.0 rpg ).
"We ' re excited abou t beginning conference p l ay, " Martin added.
" The inten s i ty level seems to rise for all teams during OVC competition."
The Eag l es wil l a l s o face Akron on Monday a t 7:30 p . m. i n Jar
Arena.

The Zi ps have the best overal l record (7 - 3) of the e i ght

OVC teams.
MSU leads the ser ies with YSU 8-2 splitti ng the two regular
season games l ast year while losing to the Penguins in the OVC
Tournament .

The Eagles also lead the series with Akron 9-6 despite losing
twice to the Zips last season.
"Like us, both YSU and Akron have key personnel going through
league competition for the first time," Martin said.

"They (YSU and

UA) already have a conference game under their belt plus they are
playing us on their

home floor.

Those two factors concern me."

POSSIBLE STARTING LINEUPS:
(Morehead State)
F-Willie Feldhaus (6-6, 195, Jr.)
F-Pate Clements (6-7, 198, Jr.)
C-Bob Mccann (6-9, 255, Jr.)
G-Bo Rivers (6-3, 212, Fr.)
G-Jeff Griffin (6-4, 190, Fr.)
(Youngstown State)
F-Kevin Spivey (6-6, 185, So.)
F-Tilman Bevely (6-4, 175, So . )
C-Robert Johnson (6-7 , 210, Jr.)
G-Garry Robbins (6-3, 175, Sr.)
G-Bruce Timko (5-11, 175, Sr.)
(Akron)
F-Shawn Roberts (6-6, 225, Fr.)
F-Russell Holmes (6-3, 215, Sr.)
C-Marcell Boyce (6-6, 180, Jr.)
G-John Loyer (6-4, 175, Jr.)
G-Mike Dowdell (5-10 , 175, Jr.)
-30-
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EAGLES PREPARE FOR FINAL HOME STAND
MOREHEAD, Ky--The Morehead State University Eagles entertain Middle
Tennessee this Saturday at 7:30p.m. (EST) in the Academic-Athletic Center
as the Ohio Valley Conference season winds down.
MSU, now 6-16 overall and 1-9 in league play , will close out the home
season this Monday as the league-leading Tennessee Tech Golden Eagles visit
for a 7:30p.m. (EST) tipoff.
MTSU is coming off a 65-59 victory over Murray State which knocked the
Racers out of a first place tie with Tennessee Tech.

The Blue Raiders are

11-10 overall, 5-4 in conference battle.
"It seems like all year long we have been catching teams corning to our
place following a big win," commented MSU head coach Wayne Martin.

"The

win over Murray has to gi ve Middle a great deal of momentum . "
MTSU is led by freshman guard Kim Cooksey, who averages 16.8 points
per game.
they posted

The Blue Raiders have a history of playing well in the AAC

as

a win there last season and during the 1982- 83 campaign.

" Both Middle and Tech got u s by 12 point marg ins at their place.
Hopefully, the homecourt advantage is worth a bou t

10 points and hopefully

we have improved three points since those games," said Martin.
" Our kids are playing very hard and very wel l at times, but we just
haven't quite gotten over the hump."
After scoring 28 points against Youngstown State and 19 points against
Akron, Eagle center Bob McCann has watched his average climb to 15 . 9 points
per game.

The sophomore f rom Morristown, N.J., is also among the league

leaders in rebounding with a 9.7 average .
-more-

EAGLES PREPARE FOR FINAL HOME STAND
MSU leads the series with Middle Tennessee 43-25, and also holds a
47-30 advantage over Tennessee Tech.
Saturday night has been designated "Sweetheart Night."

Any couple

buying tickets may purchase one and receive one free.
Monday night is "Fan Appreciation Night."

Ticket numbers will be drawn

and the fans with the winning ticket numbers will be presented with gifts.
PROBABLE STARTERS
MOREHEAD STATE (6-16, 1-9)
F--Roland Chadwick

(6-5, 184, Fr., Lake Wells, Fl.)

6.0ppg

F--Willie Feldhaus

( 6- 6, 175, So., Maysville, Ky.)

8 .0ppg

C--Bob McCann

(6-9, 255, So., Morristown, N.J.)

15.9ppg

G--Mike Harrison

(6-2, 178, Fr., Louisville, Ky.)

4.9ppg

G--Derek Childress

(6-4, 232, Jr.' Muncie, Ind.)

3.lppg

MIDDLE TENNESSEE
F--Lonnie Thompson

(6-4, 195, Sr., Woodbury, Ga.)

12.8ppg

F--Kerry Harrnnonds

(6-7, 225, Fr., Macon , Ga.)

14.0ppg

C--Rusell Smith

(6-7, 196, Sr., Pinewood, S. C.)

G--Kim Cooksey

(6-3, 175, Jr.' Little Rock, Ark.)

G--James Johnson

(6-5, 200, Jr., Columbus, Ga.)

5.0ppg

F--Stephen Kite

(6-6, 200, Jr.' Atlanta, Ga.)

17.lppg

F--Lonnie Boone

(6-4, 180, Sr. , Perry, Ga.)

9.6ppg

C--James Henry

(6-8, 225, So., St. Thomas, Virgin Is.)

3.2ppg

8.0ppg
16.8ppg

TENNESSEE TECH

G--Carlton Clarington(6-2, 187, Sr., Perry, Ga.)
G--Joe Mintz

(6-2, 180, Jr.' Gainsville, Ga.)
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MSU FACES EASTERN IN REMATCH
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The MSU Eagles wi ll try to aven~e an earlier season
loss to Eastern Kentucky this Saturday night when the Eagles and Colonels
meet in the Academic-Athletic Center for a 7:30 p.m . (EST) tipoff.
The Colonels won the seasons first meeting (69-58) in Richmond, but
both teams recently split a two-game homestand with Akron and Youngstown
State.
"It would have been nice to pick up a win against Akron after defeating
a talented Youngstown team," said MSU head coach Wayne Martin.

"We could

have used it as a springboard into the EKU game. "
The Eagles, now 6- 13 overall and 1-6 in the Ohio Valley Conference. are
led by 6-9 center Bob McCann.

The sophomore from Morristown. N.J., averages

15.0 Points and 10.0 rebounds per game .

Guard Rob Barker, a 6-0 iunior

from Muncie, Ind., is averaging 11. 4 points per game.
The Colonels, 10-9 overall and 4-3 in the league. are led by forward
Kenny Wilson.

The senior from Morganfield, Ky., averages 13.6 ooints and

5.3 rebounds per game.
"They are a good rebounding team, but like us they have had nroblems
shooting the ball," claimed Martin.

"Obviouslv with the rivalry it will be

an emotional game fo r both teams."
EKU leads the series . the oldest one in the OVC, 67-47.
Wayne Martin has a 7-6 record against the Colonels while EKU coach
Max Good has won three times against the Eagles in seven attempts.
At halftime of the MSU-EKU game, Morehead State University will honor
the 1960 -61 Eagle basketball team, which reached the NCAA Tournament under

-more

Bobby Laughlin.

PROBABLE STARTERS
MOREHEAD STATE
F--Willie Feldhaus (6 - 6, 175, So .. Maysville, Ky.)

8.3 ppg

F--Roland Chadwick (6-5, 184, Fr .. Lake Well s, Fl.)

5.4 ppg

C- - Bob McCann (6-9. 255, So., Morristown, N.J.)

15.0 ppg

G--Rob Barker (6-0, 152. Jr.' Muncie, Ind.)

11. 4 ppg

G--Talbert Turner (5-10, 179, Fr., Falmouth, Ky . )

9.8 ppg

EASTERN KENTUCKY
F--Kenny Wilson (6-4, 200, Sr., Morganfie ld , Ky.)

13.6 ppg

F--John Primm (6-5~. 210, Sr., Columbia, Tn.)

8.3 ppg

C--Phil Hill (6-5 , 200, Sr . . Snow Hill, N.C .)

9.0 pp g

G--John DeCamillis (6-1 , 185, Jr., Louisville , Kv.)

9.9 ppg

G--Bobby Collins (6-1, 190, Fr .. Southern Pines, N.C.)

4.5 ppg

-30-
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McCANN HONORED AS OVC'S TOP NEWCOMER
MOREHEAD, Ky . ---MSU center Bob McCann, a 6-9 sophomore from Morristown,
N.J . , was selected as the Ohio Valley Conference's top newcomer last week
according to the leagues front office.
McCann, who this week was named "OVC Co-Player of the Week" for the
second time this season, is now the leagues number one scorer, rebounder and
shot blocker.

His scoring avera~e is now an even 17 points per game with a

rebounding average of 9.9 per contest.
him easily on top in the OVC.

McCann has blocked 72 shots which has

To add to the list of glamorous statistics,

he is now ranked in the top ten in the OVC in field goal shooting (.497) and
his 2~ dunks is just five away froTTl tying a single season record for most slam:
in a season.

Mccann can become onlv the second player s ince 1961 (when the

OVC started keeping statistics) to finish the league as the top scorer and
rebounder .

The onlv other player to accomplish that feat was Jim McDaniels,

r.Jho nlaved at ·western Kentucky Univ ersity.
The transfer from Upsala College in East Orang e, N.J., h a d his best
scoring game of the season this past Monday ni~ht in leading t h e Fagle s
to a 79-7D upset of league-leader Tennessee Tech.

McCann drilled in 36 points .

grabbed 11 rebounds, blocked six shots and had three steals in MSU' s final
home game of the season.
McCann has been MSU's scoring leader in 14 of the team's 24 games and
top rebounder in 21 of the games.
"Bob is a big time talent, there ' s no question about that," said MSU
head coach Wayne Martin.

"We are happy tha t he i s just a sophomore and he'll

be with us f or a couple of more seasons."
MSU has two regular season games lef t bef ore participating in the Ohio
-TTlore-

McCANN HONORED AS OVC'S TOP NE'17COMER - 2- 2- 2- 2Vallev Confer ence Tournament on Feb . 28 through March 2.

2-2O-85ml
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EAGLES WIN HOl1E FINALE BEFORE TRAVELI NG TO TECH
MOREHEAD , Ky . --- Morehead State will make its season ending swing
through Tennessee this weekend as the Eagles fac e Tennessee Tech
on Saturday at 8:30 p.rn. in the Eblen Center.
The Eagles put a lid on their home season Monday night by
defeating Youngstown State 87 - 81 snapping an 11-game losing s tr eak .
MSU, now 8-1 6 over a ll and 1-10 in the Ohi o Valley Conference, will
face a Tennessee Tech squad that knocked off Austin Peay 70 - 68 in
Clarksville, Tenn . , Monday night.

The Golden Eagles, now 11-14

overall and 4- 8 in the OVC, are led by All- OVC forward Stephen Kite who
averages 15.8 ppg and 7.4 rpg.

The senior from Atlanta, Ga ., needs

21 points to become Tech's All-Time leading scorer.
has 1,713 points.

He current ly

Freshman guard Kenny Avery averages 12.4 ppg

and has 129 assists in 25 games.
"It seems like a br oken record, but we have y et to play a team
that is not coming off a conference win, " Eagle head coach Wayn e
Martin stated .
" Tech had lost some close games , but bounced back with a win at
Austin Peay.

That definitely impressed ._me and demonstrates t heir

team ' s char acter and ability to bounce back ."
The Eagles continue to ride the power of 6-9 center Bob McCann.
The Morri stown , N. J .,native is averaging 18 .0 ppg and 10.8 rpg.
Last week McCann was ten th in the nation in rebounding and eleventh
i n the nation in blocked shots (63) .
first in the OVC.
-more-

Both of these statistics rank

'~Bob has improved all of his stats from last year except
assists," Martin praised.

" The most noticeable improvements are

in his rebounding, field goal percentage (.535), free throw percentage
(.652) and a decrease in turnovers. "
MSU will face Middle Tennessee on Monday at 8:30 p.m. in the
Murphy Athletic Center.

The Blue Raiders, now 18-9 overall and 8- 4

in the league, have lost four straight .

They are led by senior guard

Kim Cooksey ' s 18.3 ppg.
"Middle Tenness·ee is really a mystery to me, " Martin said.
"They appeared to have the league championship by the throat.

It just

goes to show you, it ' s not over until its over."
The Eagles lead the series with Tennessee Tech 48- 31 losing
earlier this year 67-57.

MSU also leads the series with MTSU 43 - 27

despite a 107-73 loss to the Blue Raiders earlier this season.

Probable Starting Lineups:
Morehead State

Tennessee Tech

F
F
C
G
G

F
F
C
G
G

-

Willie Feldhaus (6-6, 185, Jr.)
Andre Kibbler (6-6, 195, Fr . )
Bob Mccann (6- 9, 255, Jr.)
Jeff Griffin (6-4, 190, Fr.)
Mike Harrison (6-2, 188, So.)

Middle Tennessee
F
F
C
G
G

-

Tyrus Baynham (6-7, 200, So.)
Andrew Tunstill (6-3, 185, Jr . )
Kerry Hammonds (6 - 7, 240, So.)
James Johnson (6-5, 195, Sr.)
Kim Cooksey (6-3, 185, Sr.)

-

Stephen Kite (6-6, 205, Sr.)
Keith Turner (6-4, 201, Jr.)
Ed deHaas (6 -1 0, 211, So.)
Joe Mintz (6-2, 180, Sr .)
Anthony Avery (6-0, 160, Fr.)
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EAGLES HOPING HOME COURT IS THE ANSWER
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Mor ehead State wi l l return to the friendly con fin es of
the Academic - Athletic Center for a two game homestand beginning thi s weekend
i n hopes of landing its f irst con feren ce wins of the s eason .
However, the job facing the Eagles is a tough one as OVC preseason
favorite Middle Tennessee visits the AAC on Saturday for a 7:30 p.m. tipoff.
MSU is 7- 7 overall and 0- 2 in the league after l osses at Youngstown
State (75 - 48) and Akron (85 - 75). The Eagl es have played four of their last
five games on t h e road and hope t o boost t heir home r ecord which s t an ds at
6- 1.

" Pl aying at home is always more favorable to any team, but especially
to a young team, " MSU head coach Wayne Martin said. "We are 6- 1 at home, so
the home floor has meant something to us ."
MTSU is 10-5 overall and 3- 0 i n the OVC.

Bruce Stewart ' s Blu e Raiders

are currently tied for first in the leagu e with Akron.
"Middle Tennessee is an extr emely ta l ented basketball team and we have
our work cut out for u s," Mar tin added. " I t's not the most enviabl e task to
have the number one (MTSU) an d two (TN. Tech) teams on your floor to open
home confer ence play, bu t n evertheless we ' :r;e happy to b e home. "
MTSU is l ead by senior guard Kim Cooksey (20.7 ppg/4.1 rpg) and sophomore
Tyru s Baynham ( 13 . 0 ppg/3 . 3 r pg) .
Tennessee Tech will vis i t the AAC t h is Monday for a 7:30 p.m. tipoff.
The Golden Eagles are 8-7 over all and 1- 2 in the OVC.

TTU is paced by All-OVC

fo r war d Stephen Ki te ( 16.3 ppg/7.3 rpg) an d freshman gu a r d Anthony Avery (13 . 9
ppg).
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EAGLES GEAR UP FOR EASTERN AT HOME
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State will renew its basketball
rivalry with Eastern Kentucky this Saturday as the Eagles entertain
the Colonels at 7:30 p.m. in the Academic-Athletic Center.
MSU, now 7- 11 and 0-6 in the Ohio Valley Conference, will try to
snap a six game losing streak.
The Eagles are returning from tough conference losses at Austin
Peay (76 - 72) and Murray State (65-60).
"Whether anything is on the line or not, the MSU-EKU rivalry
usually brings out the best in both institutions," Eagle head coach
Wayne Martin said.

"It' s been a good, long standing rivalry."

The matchup looks to pit Eastern ' s quickness against MSU's
inside play.
"The game will match their (EKU) quickness against the inside
power of Bob McCann," Martin admitted.

"Those are the two aspects

that each team will try to exploit against each other."
MSU continues to ride the power game of 6-9 center Bob McCann.
The native of Morristown, N.J., leads the team in scoring at 17.9 ppg
and is 13th in the nation in rebounding at 10.4 rpg.
Eastern Kentucky, a 6-12 overall and 1-5 in the OVC, is led by
junior guard Antonio Parris'l6.0 ppg.
averaging 15 . 4 ppg and 5.6 rpg.
-more-

Forward Lewis Spence is
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EAGLES ENTERTAIN THE GIANT KILLERS IN OVC PLAY THIS WEEKEND
MOREHEAD, Ky . ---The Moreh ead State Eagles will host Akron this Saturday
and Youngstown State on Monday at 7:30 p.m. in the Academic-Athletic Center
as hard luck MSU continues its search for its first conference win of the
season.
Morehead State, now 7-15 overall and 0-9 in the Ohio Valley Conference,
will have the task of facing two teams t hat knocked off the potent first
place Middle Tennessee Blue Raiders.
"Both of them (Akron & YSU), as has been the case all year with teams
visiting us, come to Morehead after impressive wins," MSU head coach Wayne
Martin stated.
"Akron has an impressive overall record and they are in positi on to have
a shot at the league championship. Don't expect them to get caught

napping

because of our lack of success."
The Zips, 17-6 overall and 7-3 in the league, are led by 6-7 junior Marcel
Boyce. The Canton, Ohio native averages 18.1 ppg and 8.2 rpg. Boyce gets
support fron 5-10 j unior guard Mike Dowdell and 6-3 junior forward Russell
Ho lmes. They are averaging 9 . 7 ppg and 9.5 ppg respectively.
Youngstown State is 9-14 overall and 5-5 in the conference after defeating
MTSU 72- 61 this past Monday and Tennessee Tech last Saturday .
"Youngstown has had its ups and downs, but you don't defeat Middle
Tennessee by 11 points unless you have good talent," Martin remarked.
The Eagles have been playing better, but have been coming up on the short
end in their last two league games. MSU lost to Murray State 69 - 65 and Austin
Peay 69- 64 last week in the AAC.
-more-

The Eagles lost to Akron 85-75 on the road on Jan . 13 and were beaten
by Youngstown State 75 -48 on Jan. 11. MSU leads the series with the Zips 9-7
and with the Penguins 8-3.
Saturday night's game against Akron is T & E Jewelers Diamond Night.
The first 1000 ladies coming to the game will recieve an envelope from T & E
Jewelers which could contain a real diamond.
Monday night ' s game against Youngstown State has been designated "Surfin'
MSU Night~' Four round trip tickets from Lexington to Orlando, Fla., wil l be
given away to two lucky students for spring vacation.

##########

John Blake

6- 1

215

LB

Cumberland, MD . /Potomac State

Honors - Second-Team All-Conference selection. Team Captain. Tot aled 133 tackles
last season. Played in the Coastal Conference All-Star game. Bench
presses 330 pounds. He has good quickness and is a hard hitter.
Joe Bostinto

5- 11

245

DL

Sayville, NY . /Nassau Comm. Coll.

Honors - First-Team All Coastal Conference. Played in Coastal Conference All
Star game . Collected 11 tackles in All Star games . Totaled 86 tackles
including 16 quarterback sacks. Ver y strong player. Bench presses
525 pounds.
James Burton

6-1

190

WR

Altadena, CA. / Pasadena Comm. Coll.

Honors-Played at Oregon State and Pasadena Community College . He started two
years at quarterback at OSU. He was also u sed as punt returner.
Possesses great speed. Will switch to wide receiver. Runs the 40-yard
dash in 4.5.
Chris Dahl

220

6- 2

TE

Rigby, Idaho/Ricks Comm. Coll.

Honors - First-Team All-Conference and All-District. Led the team in receptions
last season with 64 for 832 yards and 11 touchdowns. Has excellent
hands and good speed.
Keith Ferrell

6- 3

200

DB

Shaker Heights,Ohio/Potomac State

Honors-First-Team All Conference. Played in Coas tal Conference All Star game.
Tremendous athlete with good speed. Team Captain. Had 89 tackles along
with five interceptions and three fumble recoveries. Returned 16 punts
for 219 yards.
Ahmed Fowler

6- 2

215

LB

Camden , N.J./Camden High School

Honors-All-Conference two years. All-South New Jersey two years. Team Captain.
Team ' s leading tackler with 122 total tackles and three interceptions.
Excellent recruit with great quickness.
Jeff "Buffy" Green

6- 2

180

WR

Ft. Myers, Fl./Ft. Myers High School

Hon ors - First-Team All Southwest Florida. First-Team All Conference. Caught
29 passes for 453 yards and eight touchdowns. Averaged 15.6 yards per
catch. Three year starter.
Glen Dale Griffin

5-11

180

CB

Natchez, MS/CO-Lin Comm. Co ll .

Honors - First-Team All State and First-Team All Region. Totaled 60 tackles
last season. One of the top defensive backs in the Mississippi junior
colleges.

-more-

Rodney Gordon

6-1

205

FB/LB

Russellvil l e,Ky./Russellville H.S.

Honors-First-Team Al l State and All-Conference . Team Captain. Cousin of MSU
tailback Johnathan Cage. Also played basketbal l and track in high schoo l
Selected to play in Kentucky-Tennessee All Star game. Rushed for 968
yards and 19 touchdowns. Averaged 5 .2 yards per rush. Recruited by
Eastern Knetucky, Western Kentucky, Louisville and Austin Peay.
Mike Innis

6- 4

255

DT

I nglewood,CA/L. A. Pierce Comm. Coll.

Honors-Strong defensive tackle. All - Conference selection. Was a lon g jumper in
high school. Had 63 tackles last season along with eight quarterback
sacks. Has good agility and speed.
Jeff Jacobs

6- 0

225

C

Cincinnati, OH./Madeira High School

Honors - Brother of MSU center Howard Jacobs. Honorable Mention All-Ci ty. Bench
presses 330 pounds . Started at center his senior year and was captain
until he s u ffered leg inj ury.
Brian Meenach

5-9

180

TB/DE

Lloyd , KY./Greenup Co. High School

Hon ors - All- State selection and chosen to All-Area team . Rushed for over 2,000
yards in two years. Committed to Morehead State early. Team ' s Most
Valuable offensive back.
Allen Montgomery

6-1

200

DE

Gul f Point, MS/Gulf Coast Corrrrn. Co ll

Honors-One of the top p l ayers in Mississippi ' s junior colleges. First-Team All
State. First-Team All-American according to National Junior College
Athletic Association and J-C Grid Wire. Team won national championship
in 1984. Had 28 quarterback sacks. Recruited by 27 schools.
Dan Pedersen

6- 4

255

DL

South Jordan,Utah/Ricks Corrrrn. Coll.

Hon or s - Also played at Utah State as well as Ricks Commun ity College. Adds size
to defensive line. Has good quickness and stren gth. His team was ranked
second in the nation in junior col l eges with a 10-1 record.
Shaun Smith

6- 0

190

CB

Detroit, MI ./College of Eastern Utah

Honors - Team Captain . First-Team All Conference. Team's most valuable defensive
back. Was AAU weightlifting champion in high school. Led the team in
tackles. Bench presses 360 pounds. Also won Junior College Weightlifting
Championship .

- more-

Joe Taylor

6-0

195

TB/LB

Clearfield, Ky./Rowan County High School

Honors-First-Team All-Conference. First-Team All-Area. Honorable Mention Allstate. Rushed for 1,206 yards and scored 14 touchdowns . . Committed to
Morehead State very early.
Brian Tuttle

6- 2

190

FS

Mt. Sterling, Ky./Montogmery Co . High School

Honors-Most Valuable Player at Montogmery County High School. As a quarterback he
passed for 584 yards in 69 attempts.
Completed 30 passes. Rushed for 521
yards on 113 attempts.
Threw for nine TD passes and ran for 13. Will move
to defensive side of ball.
Mark Wi lliams 6-0

240

DL

Camden, N.J./Potomac State

Honors-All-Conference pick both freshman and sophomore seasons. Played in the
Coastal Conference All-Star game. Totaled 106 tackles, 14 sacks and five
fumble recoveries last season. Bench presses 340 pounds.
Committed to
MSU very early.
Paul Wilson

5-11

210

LB/DE

North Hollywood, CA/L.A. Valley College

Honors - All -Conference defensive end last season. Tremendous quickness and speed.
Totaled 15 quarterback sacks in two seasons. He was named "Plaver of the
µeek" twice l ast season.
Bench presses 360 pounds.
Mike Redd

5-10

180

CB

Camden, N.J./Camden High School

Honors -Originally signed last season, but returned home after sufferin g a knee
inJury. Resigned this season. Started the first five games his senior
year in high school before sustaining injury.
Intercepted six passes in
those five games. Good athlete .
Kelvin Mullins 6-0

175

WR

Pikeville, Ky./Pikevil le High School

Honors -Honorable- Mention All-State selection. Also named first - team AllConference , All-Area and All-County. Totaled 28 catches for 682 yards.
Led team in scoring with 13 touchdowns and three conversions for a total
of 86 noints.

DAMAN STEPHENS
-was five time OVC freshman o f the week
-most valuable offensive back 1984
-has MSU single season record for most yards per attempt (6.7)
-gainerl ~64 vards rushing - long was 81 yards
• -had 14 receptions for 105 yards
·
-scored 9 touchdowns
-had a 23 yard kickoff return average - long was 96 yards
-ranked 19th in the nation in Division I-AA in rushing
-ranked fifth in the nation in Division I-AA in all-or?ose running

PETER BROWN
-most valuable junior varsity player in 1984
-started two games
-had 16 total tackles (6 solo, 10 assists)
-had three tackles for losses totaling -5 yards

PAUL TYSON
-played in eight games - two starts
-had three receptions for 53 yards
-averaged 6.6 yards per game, 17.7 yards per reception , 0.3 receptions per game
-was often used as an alternating receiver
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THREE EAGLES HONORED BY OVC AS MSU LOOKS TO THE FUTURE
MOREHEAD, Ky . ---Morehead State center Bob Mccann, a sophomore from
Morristown, N.J., was named first-team All-OVC last week while teammates
Talbert Turner and Roland Chadwick were sel ected to the league' s All- f re shmen
squad.
McCann finished the season with a 17 . 1 scoring av erag e (second in the OVC)
and a 9. 7 rebound average (first in the OVC).

He was also the OVC's top shot

blocker with 74 rejections on the s eas on.
"It was a fine s eason f or Bob, especially i f you consider his tough s tart,"
praised Eagle head coach Wayne Martin.

"I know s everal teams that dread p l aying

against Bob for the next two seasons."
McCann finished second in the balloting for OVC Play er of the Year .
award went to Stephen Kite, a junior at Tennessee Tech.

That

McCann was twice named

"OVC Co-Player of the Week" and was earlier tabbed the OVC's top newcomer .
Mccann fell two sla~ dunks short of breaking the school record held by
Earl Harrison (31), now a member of the Louisv ille Catbirds of the Continental
Basketball Association.
"That's one record I wish I would have broken," said McCann .

"However, I

have a coup le of seasons left."
"Considerin~ the fact that Bob is a sophomore and Talbert (Turner) and
Roland (Chadwick) are freshmen, our future l ooks bright," adds Martin.
Turner led the OVC in steals with 59 and finished with a 9 . 8 scoring
average.

He had a season high 20 points against Eastern Kentucky and was once

named "Rookie of the Week" in the OVC during the season.

The 5-10 native of

Peach Grove , Ky., finished with the third best scoring average on the team.

-more-

THREE EAGLES HONORED BY OVC AS MSU LOOKS TO THE FUTURE-2-2-2-2-2Chadwick, a 6-5 freshman from Lake Wells, Fla. , finished with a 6.5 scoring
average and a 3.9 rebound mark.

He had a season high 20 points at Youngstown

State and a season best 14 rebounds at Akron.

Chadwick was twice named "OVC

Rookie of the Week."
MSU finished the season with a 7-20 record, 2-12 in the conference.

The

Eagles were ousted in the first round of the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament
by Youngstown State 79-74.
"What's good is the f act that all nine players that played in our last game
will be back next season," said Martin.

"We also have three players that sat

out and will join the team next season.

One of them is 6-8 (Darrin Hale) who

will be a definite factor immediately , but we st ill want t o bring in a couole
of nice t a lents ."
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EAGLES INK EIGHT IN SPRING SIGNINGS
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Faced with the need to replace the top seven scorers
of the 1984 Ohio Valley Conference champion, Morehead State University
basketball coach Wayne Martin and his staff have inked eight players to
national letters of intent during the spring signing period.
The eight, which is the largest MSU recruiting class in memory, join
6-3 guard Jeff Thornberry of Clark County High School in Winchester, Ky .,
who signed during the November signing period.
This recruiting class also is one of the tallest to come to MSU, with
four players at 6-7 or better, including the tallest guard in the Ohio Valley
Conference in 6-7 Kevin Simpson, a product of Weequahic (wee- KWAY-ick) Hi gh
School in Newark, N.J.
"I've very pleased with the results of our recruiting efforts , " said
Martin, who earned OVC Coach of t h e Year and District VII Coach of the Year
honors this year after directing his Eagles to their second consecutive
NCAA tournament appearance .
"We lost a lot of outstanding talent to graduation , but I feel very good
about the talent we've got coming in next year," he continued.

"We were

able to achieve what we have over the past two years by building over the
last five or six.

With the talent we've got now, we're hoping to shorten

that time frame considerably and return to the level we achieved this year."
Following is a capsule summary of each of the spring signees.
-more-

EAGLES INK EIGHT IN SPRING SIGNINGS
Roland Chadwick

Forward

2- 2-2-2-2
Lake Wells, Florida (Lake Wells Sr.

195

6-6

A Florida all-state player who averaged 17.8 points, 7.0 rebounds, and four
assists per game ... slotted to play at perimeter forward . .. becomes the second
Sunshine Shine product on the Morehead State ro ster, joining OVC All-Freshman
team member Pate Clements ... height and weight are almost identical to those
of graduated perimeter forward Eddie Childress, who cracked the 1,000-point
barrier this season.
MARTIN SAYS: "Roland is a good athlete who has excellent basketball
skills. We're very happy he' s made the choice to join our program.
We're looking forward to working with him over the next four years."
Derek Childress

Guard

6-4

225

Muncie, Indiana (South)

Comes to MSU from Dodge City Community Co llege in Kansas ... his junior
college team was ranked No . 1 in the nation most of the 1983-84 season ...
averaged 10.3 points and seven assists at DCCC ... first cousin of graduating
Eagle Eddie Childress ... prepped at Muncie, Indiana, South High School.
MARTIN SAYS: "Derek adds size and strength to our guard and wing
positions . He had an outstanding career at Muncie South and Dodge
City and he understands the importance of accepting a role on the
team. We're very happy to have him join our program."
Michael Drake

Forward

His high school team was
prep league ... a teammate
points and 10.5 rebounds
6-9 players on the Eagle

6-9

225

Camden, New Jersey (Camden)

the undefeated state champion of New Jersey's top
of Louisville signee Kevin Walls . .. averaged 8.8
in an offense that featured Walls ... one of two
roster.

MARTIN SAYS: "With the freedom Kevin Walls had to shoot in their
offense, Michael got few opportunities to score other than off the
rebound. He has much de velopment ahead, but he possesses the size,
strength, desire, and the running and j umping abili ty to become an
outstanding player."
Darren Hale

Forward- Center

6-8

225

London, Kentucky (Laurel Co.)

A first team all-state pick by the Lexington Herald-Leader and a second
team all-state by the Louisville Courier-Journal ... voted the best player in
the state's 12th region ... a p l ayer cast in the mold of graduating Eagle Jeff
Tipton, who Martin called "one of the best outside- shooting big men in the
country" .. . averaged 22.0 points, 11.0 rebounds at Laurel County while
hitting 59 percen~ from the field and 74 percent from the line ... solid
student with a 3.2 grade point average.
MARTIN SAYS: "Darren made a verbal connnitment early to us. He's a
post player who has the soft shooting touch and great hands. We're
excited about the development ·he'll have physically and we look
forward to the four years he'll have with us."
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BALDRIDGE SIGNS NUMBER 22
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State head football coach Bill Baldridge has
inked his 22nd recruit to a national letter of intent.
Kelvin Mul lins, a 6-0, 175-pound wide receiver and defensive back from
Pikeville, Ky., is the l atest to sign with MSU.
Mullins was Pikeville High School's leading scorer with 13 touchdowns
and three conversions for a total of 86 points.

He had 28 catches for 682

yards for an outstanding 24.4 yards per reception average.
"Kelvin played both basketball and football, which shows how great of an
athlete he is," praised Baldridg e.

"He has excellent hands and wi l l help us

right away as a wide receiver."
On the defensive side of the ball, Mullins totaled 81 tackles, three
fumble recoveries and three interceptions.
Mullins was named Honorable Mention All-State and was a first-team AllConference , All-Area and Al l -County selection.

He is a product of the same

high school as Chris Canada, a 6-3, 235-pound defensive tackle for MSU .
Mullins becomes the fourth recruit from Kentucky to sign with MSU.

4NNNNNNNf
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MSU RECEIVER SIGNS PRO CONTRACT
Morehead, Ky . ---Morehead State wide receiver Tod Short, a 5- 10, 1 75
pound senior from Pasadena, Ca., has signed a profess i onal contract wi t h
the Ottawa Rough Riders of t h e Canadien Football Leagu e.
The signing comes after a one-day tryout last weekend in Findlay,
Ohio which involved over 100 athletes .
Short was an ALL- OVC selection this past s eason after grabbing a
l eague high 62 receptions for 633 yards and nine touchdowns .

He

averaged over 10 yards per rece?tion.
The transfer from the Univers ity of Kans as was also named to the
Div. I-AA honorable mention a l l-america team.
"Ottawa is chang ing their offense to a r un and shoot which is
very similiar to the offense we used last season at MSU , " Short said.
"I fee l I had a good tryout with them by not dropping a single pass.
I a l so feel I did well on my one-on - one drills . "
Short will report to Ottawa ' s rookie camp on May 21 .
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EAGLES SIGN WIDE RECEIVER
MOREHEAD, Ky.--- Morehead State football coach Bill Baldridge has
announced the signing of Orville Lyttle, a wide receiver from Santa Rosa
Junior College in Santa Rosa, Calif.
Lyt tle had 22 receptions for 360 yards this past season and helped his
team to a 10-0-1 record.
"Orville is a big -play man," said Marv Mays, head coach at Santa Rosa
Junior Colleg e . "He CTade some very big catches fo r us this past season against
some of the best defensive backs in our league. "
Lyttle is a native of Spring Valley, N.Y., and was also a member of the
track team at SRJC where he ran the high hurdles. The 6-1, 170 pound junior
will be eligible for the 1985 season.
"We are very happy to have a quality receiver like Orville," MSU head
coach Bill Baldridge said. "He's a big addition to our team as much as we
throw the ball and he will help fill the holes left by receivers Tod Short
and Brian Shimer."

:/NNNNNNI
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SPRING FOOTBALL UNDERWAY; COACHING CLIMIC COMI NG UP
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Spring football practice is underway at Morehead
State Univ ersity as the Eagle coaching staff prepares for the 1985 season.
"We are primarily concerned with getting our defense ready for next
season," said Eagl e head coach Bill Baldridge.
MSU will ho l d scrimmages on March 30, at Jayne Stadium; Apri l 4, at
Fort Knox, Ky., and April 12 at Coal Grove, Ohio.
Spring practice will conclude on April 20 with the annual Blue - Gold
game.
MSU returns 43 lettermen and 17 players that started last season at
one time or another .
MSU will hold its second annual Football Coaching Cl inic on Friday ,
March 29 and Saturday , March 30 .
The entire MSU coaching staff wil l be on hand including Eagle head
coach Bill Baldridge and several high school coaches from across the state .
The clinic features meeting s with MSU position coaches , demon strations
and illustrations and special coaching sessions .
"We are trying to get a l l high s choo l coaches in the area to spend
time with us," said coach Baldridge.
high school coaches.

"This clinic i s designed to help the

We cover every phase of football and we will demonstrate

all the s kills we use at MSU . "
The Eagles featured the number one passing offense and second overall
offense in the Ohio Valley Conference l ast season.
The early registration fee for the c l inic is $10 whi l e $15 will be
charged if you pay at the c l inic .

Checks should be made payable to:

Eagle Athletic Fund , MSU Footb a ll Coaching Clini c .

iNNNNNNNt
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MSU FOOTBALL STAFF EMPHASIZING OFF-SEASON ACTIVITIES
MOREHEAD, Ky.---It use to be when a team ended a season it was time
for the players and coaches to sit back, relax a whi l e, and think about
next season.
The Morehead State football coaching staff buried the old term, "offseason," and h as been working hard in this so-called l u ll period since
November 18,

the day after MSU's final season game with Youngstown State.

At MSU, working hard means consistent weight room sessions for players
and l earning new game strategies and game plans for coaches.

Both groups at

MSU have been very bu sy the last four mon ths.
One quick l ook at the MSU Eagles will tell you t h at the '85 team wil l
literally be a s t ronger one.

Strength coach Kir k Heidelberg has had MSU

p l ayers attending workouts i n the weight r oom four days a week since the
first week in January.

The resul ts have been phen omen a l !

"Our ma i n emphasis has been to get b igger and stronger," said Heidelberg,
who ironically came to MSU via Heidelber g Co l lege.
"Last year when I came here there were 12 players who could bench press
300 pounds or more," adds Heidelberg.

"Now we have 38 and we're s hooting for

50. "
"We have individual ized our weightlifting progr am which seems to get
much better resul ts with the p l ayers .

We have made it a fun and competitive

activi ty."
Starting with the basics has been part of Heidelb erg ' s phi l osphy in the
weight r oom, starting with a mandatory breakfast every day .

-mor e-

MSU FOOTBALL STAFF EMPHASIZING OFF-SEASON ACTIVITIES 2-2-2-2-2
"Our players are instructed to get up every morning and eat a nourishing
breakfast," said Heidelberg.

In weight training, you have to eat properly,

and breakfast is a high protein meal which helps."
While Heidelberg has the players growing in size, the rest of the coachini
staff has been adding more p l ays both offensivel y and defensively .
Several of the coaches have attended Vanderbilt, Kansas, Michigan State,
Louisville and Kansas to get some new ideas for the upcoming season .
"In order for a coaching staff to improve itself and grow, it has to
research," claims MSU offensive line coach and recruiting coordinator Fred
Mariani.

"You have to study innovative programs at other tiniversities when

you run a multiple offense like we do."
Baldridge's staff will go one step further when doing their research.
The coaches also plan on attending a few NFL front offices .
"Last year our passing game had a big influence from the Cincinnati
Bengals," Mariani said.

"We will again visit the Bengals along with the

Cleveland Browns and Pittsburgh Steelers."
The public is invited to get a look at the Eagles on April 20, when MSU
holds it's annual Blue- Gold game at Jayne Stadium.
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Kickoff is 7:00 p.m.
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1985-86 MSU VARSITY CHEERLEADERS ARE ANNOUNCED
MOREHEAD, Ky . ---Ten Morehead State Un iversity students were selected
to the 1985-86 Eagle varsity cheerleading squad this past week.
The five-male, five-female squad was chosen by a panel of eiF,h t judges
after t wo nights of competition.
Named to the squad were Gina Brown, a j unior from Clearfield, Ky.;
Missy Collins, a freshman from Morehead; Scott Cooke, a junior from Ashland,
Ky.; Steve Cyrus, a senior from Ashland, Ky.; Stephanie Dunaway, a junior
from Clearfield, Ky .; Mike Ebright, a j unior from Carroll, Ohio; Rhonda
Grant, a sophomore from Danville, Ky.; Angie McClure, a freshman from
Chesapeake, Ohio; Richard Pinson, a sophomore from Elkhorn City, Ky.;
and Scott Stober , a senior from Bethel, Ohio .
''Out of all the years we have held the tryouts, this was the stiffest
competition I ' ve seen," said MSU cheerleader advisor Myron Doan.
Three of the cheerleaders, Gina Brown, Missy Col l ins, and Stephanie
Dunaway, are graduates of Rowan Countv High School.
The Eagle mascot for the 1985- 86 season is Ken Hackett,

a freshman

from Cincinnati, Ohio.
The competition, which i n cluded 3~ candidates, was he l d in MSU's
Academic-Athletic Center.
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EAGLES MOVE UP THE LADDER IN NCAA POLL
MOREHEAD, Ky.----For the third s tr a i ght week, Morehead State ' s
football team is ranked in the top ten in the NCAA Division I-AA poll.
Despite not playing last week , the Eagles moved from fifth to the
fourth spot for their highest football ranking ever in the school' s
history.
MSU rece i ved 66-points i n the b a lloting to break the f ifth place
tie with Wil liam & Mary last week .
Here is how t he NCAA Division I-AA poll shapes u p :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1 1.
12 .
13.
14.
15.
16.
18.
19 .
20 .

Nevada-Reno
Arkansas State
Georgia Southern
MOREHEAD STATE
William & Mary
Appalachian State
Tennessee State
Northern Iowa
Holy Cross
Nicholls State
Eastern Illinois
Furman
Idaho
New Hampshire
Delaware
Southern
Stephen F . Austin
N. C. A & T
Pennsylvania
Grambling

########

(79
(75
(74
(66
(6 3
( 61
( 56
(52
(4 6
(4 6
( 39
(37
( 34
(24
(22
( 15
(15
(13
(10
( 6

pts .)
pts .)
pts .)
p ts.)
pts. )
pts. )
pts. )
pts .)
pts .)
pts .)
pts .)
pts .)
pts .)
pts.)
pts .)
pts. )
pts. )
pts. )
pts .)
pts . )
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MSU SI GNS ROWAN COUNTY STANDOUT
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State head footb all coach Bill
Baldridge added Rowan County standout Ty Howard to his list of
signees for the 1986 season.
Howard, a 6- 4, 175 pound two year starter at wide receiver
and safety , becomes the 26th recruit to sign a national letter of
intent to play for MSU next season.
" We a r e very happy to sign Ty , 11 Baldridge stated.
he is the type of student-athlete

"We feel

we want in our program .

He has

an excellent frame and needs to hit the weight room for added
strength.

He could play wide receiver or safety."

Howard was co- captain for the Vikings this past season as
selected by his teammates.

He caught 18 passes for 339 yards and

four touchdowns in a run - oriented offense.

On the defensive

side, Howard collected 15 solo tackles and 22 assists, plus seven
inter ception s for 74 yards.
Howard has lettered in footbal l , basketball and baseball at
Rowan County High School.

- 30-

Harris , a 5- 8 junior from Detroit, Mich., gained 70 yards on
eight carries against APSU last week.

Edwards, a 5 -1 0 junior from

Columbus , Ohio , had 32 yards on seven attempts while Hammond, a 6 - 3
j u nior from Chicago , Ill ., hit on 7 of 22 pass attempts for 115 yards
and one touchdown.
MSU features quarterback Adrian Breen , a 6 -4 senior from Cincinnati ,
Ohio.

Breen performed h i s magical act l ast week against Wichita State

bringing the Eagles back from a 32 - point deficit .
For the season , Breen is 56 of 92 with three interceptions for
618 yards and seven touchdowns.

He has h it on . 609 of his pass

a ttempts .
MSU ' s leading receivers are Steve Collins (9 receptions, 143
yards , 2 touchdowns) , D.D. Harrison (11 receptions , 47 yards) and
Metry McGaughy (10 receptions, 160 yards , l touchdown ).
Harrison , a 5-10 junior from Henderson, Ky ., is MSU's leading
rusher with 164 yards on 51 attempt s and two touchdowns.
This is the best start for MSU since 1964 , when the Eagles
won their first five games.

MSU will have an open week on October 4

before opening OVC play aga inst Austin Peay on October 11.

########

Harrison, MSU's top rusher with 292 yards on 77 carries , ranks
fifth in the OVC.

The junior from Henderson , KY. , is averaging

3.8 yards per attempt and 73.0 yards per game.
As a team, Morehead State is the top scoring club in the Ohio
Valley Conference averagi ng 28.8 points per game .
The MSU- Austin Peay game on October 11 is "Homecoming" for the
Eagles.

Tickets are on sale in the athletic office of the

Academic-Ath l etic Center .

For more information call:

NCAA DIVISION I-AA POLL
1.

Nevada - Reno

(79 pts.)

2.

Arkansas State

(74 pts.)

3.

Furman

(72 pts.)

4.

Georgia Southern

(71 pts.)

5.

MOREHEAD STATE

(59 pts.)

William

Mary

( 59 pts.)

7.

Delaware State

(58 pts .)

8.

Appalachian State

(51 pts .)

9.

Tennessee State

( 4 9 pts.)

10.

Northern Iowa

(46 pts .)

&

######

606-783 - 2088.
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BALDRIDGE HAS A RED LETTER SIGNING DAY
MOREHEAD , Ky. ---Morehead State head football coach Bi l l Baldr idge i nked
13 high school and 13 college transfer rec r uits in a n attempt to shore up his
1986 Eagle football squad.
The high school signees include Bath County standouts Chris Swartz and
Chris Erwin, Ashland Paul Blazer defensive end David Gifford and West Carter
s peedster Brian Brown.
" I'm extremely happy with the results of our re c r u iting efforts this
season, "Eagle head coach Bill Baldridge stated.
"Out of the three years I have recruited, we feel like this was our
top c l ass of recruits. We were very fortunate to find some kids at the
pos i tions we need shored up. Now i ts time to go to work. "
Thirteen of the 26 signees are defensive recruits . Seven of those
defensive specialists will suit up in the MSU secondary while six will play
the defensive line.
The MSU coaching staff also signed three running backs, two quarterbacks,
three wide reciever s, three offensive linemen , one tight end and one kicker.
The Eagles wil l be out to improve on l ast year s 1- 10 mark as Coach
Baldri dge embarks on his third year as MSU head coach.
Here is a detailed look at this years signees:
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EAGLE FOOTBALL AND BASKETBALL TICKETS TO BE SPONSORED BY SUPER AMERICA
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---When Eagle fans purchase their football and basketball
tickets this season they will be getting more than a seat at Jayne Stadium
or the Academic -Athletic Center for a ballgame.
Thanks to the sponsorship of Super America , Morehead State fans will
also be getting a valuable coupon , located on the back of the ticket ,
redeemable for special merchandise. Fans can purchase a wide arr ay of
items at Super America for discount prices whe n presenting the appropriate
stub.
"We are very pleased to have the participation of an active partner
like Super America on our tickets," MSU assistant athletic director Dav e
Brunk noted. "It's a great way to give our fans more for their money."
MSU football season tickets are now on sale in the athletic office
located in the Academic - Athletic Center . Season tickets are $20 for
five home games. Tickets may be purchased i n the a thletic office between
the hours of 8:30 a.m. - 4 : 00 p.m. Monday through Friday . For more
information call 783 - 2088.

######
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" EAGLE SAMPLER" NOW AVAILABLE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State Univ ersity fans can n ow enjoy a free
Mr . Gatti ' s sampler pizza as part of two different ticket-back coupon
offers in the new "Eagle Sampler '' genera l admission book.
The "Eagle Sampler" is a new concept coupon book containing 10 general
admission tickets good for any three Eagle home football games and seven
home basketball games (excluding play offs or tournament games).
One coupon allows customers a free sampler pizza when purchasing one
at regular price. Another coupon prov ides for $3 off any large Mr. Gatti ' s
pizza and a "Family Feast"

(l arge p i zz a and large pitcher of pop) for

only $7. 99 .
The 10 tickets, if bought at the gate, would cost $30 , but the "Eagle
Sampler " is now available for only $20. To purchase an "Eagle Sampler"
contact any member of the MS U athletic staff or call the MSU athletic
office at 783-2088.
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MSU ' S OMNI - TURF WILL NOT BE READY FOR HOME OPENER
Morehead State University has announced a change of plans for its
Sept . 13 home football opener against James Madison University , which
has been designated " Community Night ."
MSU ' s new s u rface , Omni- Turf , is currently being installed at
Jayne Stadium , but the project will not be completed by Sept . 13 forcing
MSU to change the site of the contest to Rowan County Senior High School .
Kickoff will be a t

7 : 30 p ~

"We are most appreciative of the exce l lent cooperation being provided
by Rowan County Senior High School relative to our opening home football
game on Sept. 13 ," MSU Athletic Director Sonny Moran said . " Marvin
Moore (RCSHS pri n cipal ) and members of his staff have offered the i r
assistance in every way poss i ble to assist MSU and our athletic program
in implementing this plan. We are certainly grateful for their support
and the use of their fine fac i lities. "
~

serve season ticket holders and season box-seat holders will need

to bring their t i ckets to the MSU-JMU game. A special designated section
will be reserved for these ticket holders at RCSHS.
All other tickets will be sold on a first-come , first - serve basis.
Gen eral admission tickets wi l l be sold for $2 each. Anyone between the
ages of 3-18 can purchase a ticket for $1 .

########
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EAGLES CLOSE THE DOORS THIS WEEK TO PREPARE FOR SEASON OPENER
MOREHEAD , Ky .---Doors leading to Morehead State ' s football practices
t his week have a " Do Not Ent er " sign on t hem for the public and medi a as
the 1986 Eagles prepare for their season opener this Saturday against
Marshall University ' s Thundering Herd in Huntington , W. Va . , at 7 : 00 p . m.
The MSU coachi ng staff is trying to prepare the Eagles for not only
a tough opponent, but a hos t ile crowd .
" We a.re tryi ng to get o u r players mentally ready as well as physically
ready for this one ," MSU head football coach Bill Bal dridge said . " I
don ' t think you have problems getting players ready for such a big rival
as Marshall , b ut we want o u r players to know what to expect when they walk
i n to Fairfield Stadium and face their 1 8 , 000 fans ."
The Herd opened the season last week at home wi t h a 42 - 0 win over
West Virginia Tech racking up over 500 yards in offense in George Chaump ' s
coaching debut at Marshall .
" I was very impressed with them in their opener ," Baldridge commented .
"They have a lot of quickness and return just about everybody on defense .
Ri g h t now they don ' t know anything about us . We have seen them and we
need to use that to the bes t of our ability. "
Last year the Eagles opened the season against Marshall at Jayne Stadium
only to see the Herd leave wi th a 27 - 10 victory. Marshall leads the series
24-1 0 with three t i es.
" Las t year I t hink we b eat ourselves a lot with t urnovers ," Baldridge
said . "We need to play mistake free down there and be ready for pressure
s ituations. "
- more -

MSU senior Adrian Breen (6-4, 190, Cincinnati , Ohio ) will start at
quarterback for the Eagles. Breen led the Ohio Valley Conference in yards
passing per game (152.5) last season connecting on 114 of 232 pass attempts
for 1,373 yards and six touchdowns.
This marks the sixteenth time the Eagles will open a season against
rival Marshall . The first meeting between the two schools came in 1 928.
The Eagles will return to Morehead on Sept . 13 to entertain James Madison
University in MSU ' s first home contest of the season . The game will be
played at Rowan County Senior High School due to the installation of
Omni-Turf at Jayne Stadium. The project is expected to be completed by
MSU's second home contest of the year, Sept. 27 against Kentucky State .
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THREE EAGLES NAMED TO PRESEASON ALL-AMERICA TEAM
MOREHEAD, Ky.-- -Three Morehead State football players were named to
" The Sporting News" Preseason All-America Checklist.
Linebacker Randy Frazier (6-4, 235-pound , Sr., Whitesburg , Ky.),
offensiv e guard Billy Poe (6-3, 273-pound , Sr., Ironton, Ohio), and free
safety Kelvin Be llamy (5-11, 172-pound, Sr. , Trenton, N.J.) were a ll given
the high honor after enjoying a big season on the gridiron in 1985.
"It was a fitting honor for all three players and we hope their senior
leadership will be a positive factor this season," MSU head football coach
Bill Baldridge said. "They are the type of players that every coach hopes
to have on his team."
Frazier was MSU's second leading tackler last season with 68 tackles
and 60 assists. He also had 11 tackles for loss totaling 25 yards. In
1983 he led MSU in tackles with 135.
Poe has been one of the offensive line leaders for MSU since his
freshman season. This is the second time his name has appeared on the
Sporting News ' Preseason All-America team. He was also named honorablemention All-America after his sophomore year.
Bellamy was MSU's leader in total tackles with 132 last season. He
also had one interception, five deflected passes and three fumble
recoveries.
The Eagles will open the season on Sept. 6 against long-time rival
Marshall University in Huntington, W.Va., starting at 7:00 p.m.

-30-
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EAGLE QUARTERBACK RECEIVES HIGH HONORS IN BASIC CAMP
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State quarterb ack Adrian Breen finishe d his
basic officers training camp at Ft. Knox, Ky . , by ~lacing in the top five in
his battalion out of 300 cadets.
Breen , a 6-4, 180-pound junior from Cincinnati , Ohio , fi gures to be
MSU 's starting s i gnal caller when the Eagles open the season Sept. 7 against
Mar s hall at Jayne Stadium.
"Adrian just did an absolutely superb job," said Lt. Col . Bruce Miller,
a former professor of Military Science at MSU who is now the chief of the
ROTC program division at second reg ion headquarters at Ft . Knox.
"All of the officers were very impressed with Adrian's leadership
abilities. He's a very fine young man, " added Miller.
The basic officers training camp is geared toward developing a high level
of personal confidence, self-discipline and leadership abilities. The camp
also i ncludes hard physical training.
Breen is a graduate

of Roger Bacon High School.
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HENRY CLAY STANDOUT TO JOIN MSU FOOTBALL TEAM
MOREHEAD, Ky.--- Lexington Henry Clay High School football standout
Tommy Wylie will join the Morehead State football team this fa ll.
Wylie, a 6-0, 185 -pound free safety, started three years for the
Blue Devils as a defensive back and tight end.

He runs the 40-yard dash

in 4. 7 seconds.
Wylie was named all-city three years and all-conference two years.
He played under Robert "Jake" Bell at Henry Clay High School.

During

his high school career, the Blue Devil s captured one state championship.
Wy lie p lans on majoring in accounting .
Wayne T,!ylie of Lexington, Ky.

#:/NNNNNNfo
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MARTIN HITS THE BLUEGRASS AND SUNSHINE STATES DURING SIGNING PERIOD
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State basketball coach Wayne Martin relied
on his home state and his contacts in Florida in signing five recruits
that he thinks wi ll make MSU a much better basketball team next season.
The two Kentucky natives are Jeff Griffin, a 6-4, 180-pound point
guard from Oldham County High School, and Mike Chaney, a 6-8, 185-pound
forward from Breathitt County High School.
"Jeff Griffin has the ability and intelligence to completely control
a game 's tempo," praised Martin.

"His court-sense, competitiveness, size

and basketball skills should enable him to contribute immediately at point
guard.''
Griffin averaged 16 points, seven assists and six reb ounds per game
while leading his team to the semi- f inals of the Sweet Sixteen.

He was

named to the All-State Tournament team and to the Kentucky-Indiana All
Stars.
Chaney is another player that led his team to the state tournament.
He averaged 20 points and 1 2 rebounds per game for Breathitt County and
was named to the All-Regional squad.
"Mike will be an outstanding college player," Martin said.

"He will

not be 18 until September, so we are confident of tremendous physical
development in the f uture.

He already possesses excellent basketball skil l~

and has exceptional hands."
Heading the Florida pack is Bo Rivers, a 6-3, 185-pound guard f rom
Haines City (Fla.) High School.
Rivers was central Florida' s player of the year and was listed in the
top 100 high school players in the country.
-more-

He averaged 23 points and 11

MARTIN HITS BLUEGRASS AND SUNSHINE STATES DURING SIGNING PERIOD 2- 2-2-2- 2rebounds per game for coach Eddie Jones, a Morehead State graduate.
"Bo has attended our summer basketball camps for several years, so we
have been most aware of his talents , " said Martin.

"His strength and quickness

combined with the ability to shoot with range are his greatest asse ts."
The other two Florida products are Marlo McBride, a 6-1, 180-pound point
guard, and Scotty Jones, a 6-7, 210-pound forward, both from Edison Connnunity
College in Ft. Myers, Fla.
McBride averaged 28 points and nine assists per game and was named as one
of the top five point guards in the nation's junior college ranks by the B.C.
Scouting Service.
"Marlo has good range from the perimeter, penetrates well, and can pass,"
said Martin.

"His up-tempo abilities could add a new dimension to our team."

Jones averaged 10 points and 14 rebounds per game and was named to the
Florida Junior College All-Star team .
"Scotty is an outstanding rebounder and good defensive player," Martin
adds.

"His talents coincide with our needs for next year. "
These five signees, combined with three players that sat out last season,

6-8 center Darrin Hale, 6-7 guard Kevin Simpson and 6-2 guard Jeff Thornberry,
gives MSU eight new additions to the 1985-86 team.

iNNNNNNI
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GEORGETOWN COLLEGE PROFESSOR TO SPEAK AT MSU BASKETBALL BANQUET
MOREHEAD, Ky .---The Morehead State University Quarterback Club has
announced Monday, April 22 as the date for the sixth annual MSU basketball
banquet starting at 6 : 30 p.m. in the Crager Room of the Adron Doran
University Center.
Howard Thompson, an associate professor of education at Georgetown
College, will be the banquet speaker.
Dr. Thompson has been an after-dinner speaker and entertainer on
frequent occasions in various parts of the country.
Afterwards coach Wayne Martin and his staff will announce this year's
individual award winners.
Tickets are $8 each or $15 p er c ouple and may be purchased a t the
door.
For more information call Linda Morgan at 783-2400 .
The banquet is being sponsored by the MSU quarterback c luh.

4-15-85ml
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MSU WILL CLOSE OUT SPRING PRACTICE WITH BLUE-GOLD GAME
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Spring football practice will conclude for Morehead
State when the Eagles hold their annua l Blue-Gold game this Saturday at
Jayne Stadium starting at 7:00 p.m.
"Oµr players showed a lot of enthusiasm in our intra-squad s crimmage
last Friday night in Coal Grove, Ohio," head coach Bill Baldridge said.
"I anticipate a very exiting :Slue-Gold game."
"The weather has really cooperated this year," added Baldridge.

"We

have seen some great strides in our defense, especially in our secondary.
Our line is bigger and quicker."
Eight honorary coaches have been invited to participate including
Kenny Rice, sportscaster for WTVQ-TV, Channel 36 in Lexington, and Dick
Gabriel from WKYT-TV, Channel 27 in Lexington.
"We are trying to make this a fun event for the students and coI!Ililunity,"
added Baldridge.

"We are g iving away a car and have asked some celebrities

to help us coach. "
A 1979 Plymouth Horizon will be g iven away as a door prize at halftime
of the game.
The teams will be divided up equally and the game will consist of four
15-minute quarter s .
MSU ' s offense has been racking up points in a couple of earlier intrasquad scrimmages.
Daman Stephens, MSU's leading rusher last year with nearly 900-yards,
has been very impressive, as well as f ullbacks John Dunn and Dennis Carr.

-more-

MSU WILL CLOSE OUT SPRING PRACTICE WITH BLUE-GOLD GAME-2-2-2-2
There is a good battle going on at the quarterback spot with Adrian
Breen and Jeff McGuire looking for the starting role.
MSU will announce it's

1985 schedule next week .

########
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WTVQ-TV WILL AIR MSU FOOTBALL SHOW THIS FALL
MOREHEAD , Ky. ---HTVQ-TV , Channel 36 in Lexing ton, has announced it
will televise "Eagle Football ' 85 " a 30-minute program highlighting MSU
football.
The show wi ll feature head coach Bill Baldridge along with game
highlights and interviews with players and assistant coaches.

The show

will be hosted by WMKY sports director Dick Teubner, play-by-play announcer
on the Eagle Sports Network.
Eagle Football '85 will air for 13 weeks beginning September 8 and
ending November 24.
"1le are excited about the show and look forward to Morehead State
having a good season, " said Bill Stanley, general sales manager for WTVQ-TV.
This is the second year in a row that Channel 36 has televised the show .
Eagle

Football '85 will air at 1:30 p.m. each Sunday during the 13-

week period.
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MSU ANNOUNCES 1985 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---If playing under the lights helps, Morehead State's
football team should get off to a fa s t start in 1985.
MSU announced it's 11-game schedule for 1985 which has the Eag l es
playing their first four games at night , three of those at home.
"We feel it is an advantage to play under the lights because it gives
the townspeople that work during the day an opportunity to come out and
support us," head coach Bill Baldridge said.
"We are also happy to have, for the second year in a row, six of our
11 games at home."
MSU will open the 1985 season at home on Sept. 7 against rival Marshall
at 7:00 p.m.
In addition to the seven conference opponents, MSU will also face
non-conference foes James Madison (Sept. 14; away), Salem College (Sept. 21;
home), and Western Kentucky (Nov. 2; away).
MSU has announced five special events this fall to coincide with the
football games.
The Salem College gal!le on Sept. 21 has been designated as "Parents
Weekend" while MSU's second annual "Community Day" will take place Sept. 28
when MSU hosts Middle Tennessee.
Oct . 12 MSU will entertain Austin Peay on "Legislative Day" whi l e
"Homecoming" will be on Oct. 19 when the Eagles face Akron.
The MSU-EKU game on Nov. 16 has been designated "Business and Industry
Day."
MSU's home games will be played at Jayne Stadium (10,000).

:/NNf#:/NNfa:lf
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MOREHEA D STATE UN [VERSITY

1985 REVI SE D FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

DATE

OPPONENT

SI TE

TIME

MARSHALL

HOME

7:00 P.M.

SEPTEMBER

7

SEPTE1'1BER

14

JAMES MADISON

AWAY

7:00 P.M.

SEPTEMBER

21

SALEM
(PAREtffS WEEKEND)

HOME

7:00 P .M.

SEPTEMBER

28

MI DDLE TENNESSEE
(COMMUNITY DAY)

HOME

7:00 P.M.

MURRAY

AWAY

3:00 P.M.

OCTOBER

5

OCTOBER

12

AUSTIN PEAY
(BUSINESS & INDUSTRY DAY)

HOME

1 :30 P .M.

OCTOBER

19

AKRON
(HOMECOMING)

HOME

1 :30 P.M

OCTOBER

26

TENNESSEE TECH

AWAY

2:30 P .M.

AWAY

2:00 P.M.

NOVEMBER

2

WESTERN KENTUCKY

NOVEMBER

9

OPEN

NOVEM:8F:R

16

EASTERN KENTUCKY
(LEGISLATIVE DAY)

HOME

1:30 P.M.

NOVEMBER

22

YOUNGSTOWN

AWAY

7:30 P.M .

ALL TIMES EASTERN
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SIX EAGLES HONORED AT BASKETBALL BANQUET; COACH MARTIN RECEIVES LUCKY SWEATER
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Six members of Morehead State's basketball team were
honored Monday night at the MSU Quarterback Club's sixth annual awards banquet
in the Crag er Room of the Adron Doran University Center.
While the coaching staff gave out the awards , the team felt it was only
appropriate to give head coach Wayne Martin a lucky sweater to wear for the
1985-86 season.

Fans will have to wait and see if the lucky sweater will have

the same effect as it did for coach Lou Carnesecca and St. John's.
The sweater was presented to coach Martin by junior Brian Kelly, who was
given this year's outstanding leadership award for his qualities displayed on
and off the court.
Talbert Turner, a freshman from Peach ~rove, Ky., was n amed the outstanding
freshman.

He finished second in the league in steals .

Roland Chadwick, a freshman from Lake Wells, Fl., was given the best free
throw percentage award.

Both Chadwick and Turner were named to the OVC all-

freshmen team.
Mike Harrison, a fre s hman from Loui svi lle, was honored as t he mos t i mproved
and best defensive player.
Willie Feldhaus, a sophomore from Maysville , Ky., was given the 110 percent
award and was also given the academic award for his 3. 7 grade point average.
Bob Mccann, a 6-9 center from Morristown, N.J. , was named the most valuable
player.

The sophomore was named All-OVC and was runnerup in the balloting for

most outstanding player in the Ohio Valley Conference.

Earlier this year he was

na~ed the league's top newcomer.
Howard Thompson, an associate professor of education at Georgetown College,
was the banquet's guest speaker.
Li.-?1-RSml
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PHIL SIMMS TO SPEAK AT FUNDRAISER
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---The second annual Morehead State-Ashland Oil
fundraiser wi ll be held Saturday, June 1 at 7:00 p.m. in the Ashland
Petroleum Company Cafeteria.
This years fundraiser features former MSU star Phil Simms, quarterback
for the New York Giants of the National Football League, as guest speaker.
A buffet and refreshments will be served.
The cost is $15 per person with all proceeds going to benefit the
MSU football program.

To purchase tickets contact the Alumni office at

783 -2 080 or the Eagle Athletic Fund office at 783 - 2388.
The Ashland Petroleum Company Cafeteria is located on 2000 Ashland
Drive in Russell, Ky.

fNNl:ft:fNf
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WAYNE MARTIN TO HOLD INDIVIDUAL BASKETBALL CAMP THIS MONTH
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A few openings remain for Wayne Martin's 1985 MSU
Individual Basketball Camp June 23 - 28.
The Individual Camp is for boys in grades 5-12.

It includes daily

lectures and drills on the basic fundamentals of basketball , a breakdown
of the game such as shooting, pass ing, dribbling, moving with or without the
ball, setting and using screen s, rebounding , individual defense and ball
handling drills.

The campers will be given individual instruction and

attention and wi l l be involved in daily game competition.
The Individual Camp is limited to the first 250 campers registered.
For more
or write to:

information call the MSU basketball office at 606-783-2400
MSU Basketball Camp, c/o Coach Wayne Martin , UPO 867, Morehead,

Ky., 40351.

INNNNNNI
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MSU FOOTBALL CAMPS TO BEGIN IN JUNE
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University will hold three football camps
starting June 16-21 . The first camp will cover all phases of the game with
instruction from the entire MSU coaching staff, plus other outstanding college
and high school coaches and professional players.
The Eagles Kicking Camp will be held from June 23 - 26. This camp is designed
specifically for kickers and punters . Al l phases of the kicking game will be
covered .
The Eagle Passing Camp will take place July 7-10. This camp is designed fo r
quarterbacks, wide receivers, defensive backs , tight ends and linebackers. MSU
boasted the number one passer and receiver in the Ohio Valley Conference last
season.
For more information on the camps call the MSU football office at 606-7832020 or write to: MSU Football Camp , UPO Box 704 , Morehead, Ky., 40351.
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MOREHEAD

SfATE UNIVERSITY

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

June 3, 1985

TO:

Colleagues

FROM:

Rick Hesterberg ~

RE:

Schedule Change

MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

~

Please note that there has been a slight change in MSU's 1985
football schedule concerning special activities.
October 12 MSU will host Austin Peay. This 1:30 p.m. g ame has
now been designated as Business & Industry Day.
November 16 MSU will host Eastern Kentucky .
has been designated as Legislative Day.

This 1:30 p.m. game

A copy of MSU ' s 1985 football schedule is attached.
Attach.
RH/ ml
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EAGLES ADD TO HOME SCHEDULE FOR 1985-86 SEASON
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Morehead State basketball team will have the
luxury of playing 14 games in the Academic-Athletic Center during the
1985-86 season .
The 27- game schedule begins Nov . 23 when the Eagles host Franklin
College.

Other non-conference home opponents include Tennessee Wesleyan

(Nov.25), South Carolina State College (Dec. 7), Ohio Wesleyan (Dec . 11) ,
Bowling Green State University (Dec.14), Western Kentucky University (Dec.21)
and Clinch Valley College (Jan. 4).
"The most gratifying thing about this year's schedule is the addition
of two home games, said MSU's eighth y ear head coach Wayne Martin. "With
a young team that has acquired experience, I do feel our schedule offers a
challeng e that we -potentially are capable of meeting."
The Eagles have a 47-9 record in the AAC for a .839 winning percentage.
MSU's non-conference road schedule includes games at Southern Illnois
(Dec. 4) , Purdue (Dec. 5), Tennessee State (Dec.17), Marshall (Dec. 31), and
the University of Evansville (Jan. 2).
MSU opens Ohio Valley Conference play against Youngstown State on Jan.
11 and concludes league play at Eastern Kentucky on Feb . 27.
The OVC Tournament will be held March 3,7 and 8.
tourney will have a new fonuat.

This year's league

The top seven teams from ree ular-season

play will qualify for the tournament, which decides the OVC's represenative
to the NCAA Tournament.
The regular season champion will receive a first-round bye with other

-more-

EAGLES ADD TO HOME SCHEDULE FOR 1985-86 SEASON - 2- 2-2 - 2- 2first-round games at on-campus sites involving the # 2 seed (a t home vs # 7),
the # 3 seed (at home vs # 6) and the # 4 seed (at home vs # 5).
First round winners wil l play in the semifinals and finals at the
home court

of the #1 seed.

The #1 seed wi l l face the lowest remaining seed

i n the semifinals.
" I 'm very pleased with this tournament f ormat," Martin said.
think we now have a format we can stick with for many years . "
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EAGLES BEGIN WORKOUTS
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Second-year Morehead State Footbal l Coach Bi l l Baldridge
and his staff we l comed approximately 105 players back to campus as the Eagles
prepare for the 1985 season.
Thirty-one MSU freshmen and first-year junior col l ege players reported
to camp last Thursday whi l e the veterans arrived Sunday night to begin
practice on Tuesday.
"We are all very anxious to get this thing started," commented Baldridge.
"We recruited some fine athletes and now it' s time to blend in the new
people with our veteran players. My staff and I are very impressed with the
rookies . "
The Eagles will open the season Sept. 7 at Jayne Stadium against longtime rival Marshall at 7:00 p.m. The Thundering Herd beat MSU last season in
Huntington, 't,J. Va., and were picked to finish fifth in the Southern Conference.
MSU was selecte d seventh in the Ohio Valley Conference by the leagu e coaches.
" I don't think we could have picked a better open er," added Baldridge.
"These two schools have been p l aying each other for a long time. It ' s a very
healthy rivalry. "
MSU ' s first four games will be under the lights thi s season, three of
those at Jayne Stadium. After the opener with Marshall , the Eagles will
play at James Madison before returning home for games against Salem College
and Middle Tennessee .
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MSU TRAINERS TO ASSIST IN BLUEGRASS STATE GAMES
MOREHEAD, Ky.-- - ~orehead State athletic trainer Keith Webster and
assistant trainer Angela Susich wil l be serving as athletic trainers for
the Blueg r ass State Games on Aug. 2,3 and 4 in Lexington, Ky.
The Bluegrass State Games represent a series of athletic compet ition in
the Olympic tradition for Kentuckians of a l l ages and all athletic skills.
"The Bluegrass State Games are a great opportunity for Kentuckians who
want to participate in sports, " Webster said. "We are looking forward to
offering our support of such a worthy project."
Webster has been the head trainer at MSU for three years. He was formerly
the assistant athletic trainer at the University of Fl orida and head trainer
at Centre College. The native of Medford Lakes, N.J., also gained athletic
training experience with the Philadelphia Eagles football team and the
National Sports Festival II at the Olympic Training Center in Colorado Springs,
Colo . Webster received his bachelor's degree from the University of Kentucky.
Susich became MSU's assistant athletic trainer in June. The native of
Chariton , Iowa received her bachelor's degree from Iowa State and her master's
degree from West Virginia University.
Webster will also be taking his entire student training staff to assist
in the games.
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MSU LINEMAN GIVEN PRESEASON HONOR
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State offensive lineman Billy Poe has been named
to the Sporting News preseason 1985 Div. I-AA All-America team.
The 6-3, 273-pound junior represents a strong offensive line for the Eagles
in 1985.

Poe was an All-OVC selection last season and was also selected to the

Associated Press Div. I-AA honorable mention All-America team.
"We are very happy for Bil l y and feel he is very deserving of the honor,"
MSU head coach Bill Baldridge praised. "Billy has made great strides at MSU.
He's one of the hardest workers we have on the team . "
Last year Poe was twice named "OVC Lineman of the Week." He was also voted
the team's most valuable offensive lineman.
The Ironton , Ohio native led an offensive line last year that helped the
Eagles break nine offensive school records including most points scored in a
season (281) .
Poe is a graduate of Rock Hill High School .
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EAGLES "PRESSING ON" FOR OPENING DAY
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Morehead State football team is literally
"pres sing on" for its Sept. 7 opener with Marshall University at
Jayne Stadium.
MSU will field one of the strongest football teams in the school's
history, thanks to the off-season conditioning in the weight room.
The Eagle offensive line has a remarkable bench press average of
342 pounds.
"Our offensive line is stronger than the one I had at Kansas, "
head coach Bill Baldridge said.

' 'I'm very pleased with the increase in

size and strength with our kids."
The offensive line made big strides

from a year ago.

When

Baldridge took over in 1984, only three offensive linemen could bench press
300 pounds or more.

Now a total of 46 players can bench press over

300 pounds.
"The kids were extremely dedicated in the weight room," Baldridge
added.

" You can see that in the number of kids bench pressing over the

300 mark."
The MSU defensive line has a combined bench press average of 335
pounds while the Eagle linebacking corp is up to 320 pounds.
running backs are next at 305 pounds.

The MSU

Overall the team has a bench

press average of 301 pounds.
The Eagles will hold an intra-squad scrimmage at Jayne Stadium
this Saturday at 7:00 P.M.
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MSU OPENS 56TH SEASON OF FOOTBALL THIS SATURDAY AGAINST OLD RIVAL MARSHALL
MOREHEAD, Ky .-- - With 55 years of football behind the Eagles, it
seems only fitting for Morehead State to open the 1985 season against
Marshall Uni ver s ity, a team the Eag les f irst met in 1928.
The Eagles and Thundering Herd wi ll renew their interstate rivalry
for the 37th time this Saturday at 7:00 P.M. at Jayne Stadium as second
y ear head coach Bill Baldridge and staff look for a winn ing season.
According to Baldridge, the Eagles have had a good summer camp,
but are now ready to hit somebody else.
stated the MSU graduate .
an opponent.

"Our players are very hungry,"

"They are now to the point where they need

Opening games are always exciting, but you have an intense

r iva l ry to add to this game.

It should be a great one. "

The Eagles do have the home field advantage chal king up a 7-3-2
record in opening season games at Jayne St adiUJll.

However, Marshal l had

the luxury of beg inning its season l ast Saturday in Huntington, W.Va.,
where the Herd rolled to a 30-0 win over West Virgini a Tech.
" I ' m g lad we are openi ng the season at home, " Baldridge a dmits .
"However, Marshall had a chance to get the bugs out last week and that
should help them."
MSU is looking for its first winning season since 1979 when the
Eag les finished 5- 4 -1.

Last year MSU ' s offense broke several school

re cords, but the team ended with a 2-9 mark.
produced its fir st winning season in 20 years .

On the other hand , Marshall

MSU OPENS 56TH SEASON OF FOOTBALL THIS SATURDAY AGAINST OLD RIVAL MARSHALL

MSU's leading rusher in 1984, Daman Stephens, is back for his
sophomore year.

The 5-8, 160 pound tailback gained 864 yards last

season in 10 games.

Also back is Tom Buzyniski, a 6-2, 195 pound

junior wide receiver who was second on the team in receptions in 1984.
The Eagles have one of their best offensive lines ever assembled,
led by pre-season All-America pick Billy Poe, a 6-3, 272 pound junior,
and center Howard Jacobs, a 6-0, 242 pound junior and pre-season All-OVC
selection.

MSU will feature a new quarterback as Adrian Breen, a 6-4,

180 pound junior from Cincinnati, Ohio takes over the helm left vacant
by Mike Hanlin.
Defensively, the Eagles hope to be much better with the addition
of several junior college players.

The defense will also get a big

boost with the return of linebacker Randy Frazier, a 6-3, 235 pound
junior who led the Eagles in tackles his sophomore year, but missed
the entire 1984 season with an injury.
A Key in the game against Marshall is whether or not the Eagles
can contain the Herd's talented quarterback Carl Fodor, who nearly set
every single-season passing record at Marshall last year including 218
completions in 411 attempts for 2,888 yards.
"We must somehow stop Marshall's passing game, or at least slow
it down," Baldridge said.

"Fodor is a very talented player.

It is

important for our offense to control the ball and not make mistakes.
He can't ~ive him (Fodor) too many chances."
"We are also concerned about Marshall's running game.

It has

improved from a year ago."
The Eagles are 10-23-3 against the Herd on the gridiron, including
a 40-6 loss to Marshall last season in Huntington.

-more-

The 7:00 P.M.
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opener marks the first of four straight night games for the Eagles.
On September 14, MSU travels to James Madison Univers ity before returning
home for two straight against Salem College (Sept. 21) and Middle
Tennessee (Sept. 28).
MSU will honor 17 inductees into the MSU Athletic Hall of Fame
during the game.
Starting Lineups
MSU Offense

Marshall Offense

SE
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
TE
QB
FB
TB
FG

SE
QT
QG
C
ST
SG
TE
QB
FB
TB
FL

Tom Buzyniski
Joe Wagner
John Werdell
Howard Jacobs
Billy Poe
Larry Colley
Steve Collins
Adrian Breen
Dennis Carr
Daman Stephens
Orville Lyttle

Brian Swisher
Ray Lamb
Mike Birurakis
Sam Manos
Jay Gleich
Steve Staley
Tim Lewis
Carl Fodor
Mike McCoy
Randy Clarkson
Danny Ambercrombie

MSU Defense

Marshall Defense

OLB
DE
DG
DG
DE
OLB
ILB
ILB
CB
CB
FS

SE
ST
WT

Allen Montgomery
Mike Townsend
Tony Sergent
Dan Pederson
Barry Williamson
Keith Ferrell
John Gilliam
Randy Frazier
Glendale Griffin
Vernon Harvey
Kelvin Bellamy

WE

SLB
MLB
WLB
SC

ss

WC
FS

Darryl Johnson
Tony Bolland
Shawn Finnan
Bill Wendoza
John Ceglie
John Spellacy
Jerome Hazzard
Darryl Burgess
Stanley Hall
Garfield Lewis
Todd Brown
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY ATHLETIC HALL OF FAME

FIRST INDUCTEES
Septembe r 7 , 19 85

Football All-Americans
John (Buck) Horton
?tanley Radjunas
Paul Adams
Vincent (Moose) Zachem
Joe Lustic
Dave Haverdi ck

1 938
1939
1940
1942
1946
1969

Basketball All-Americans
Earl Duncan
Warren Cooper
J ohn (Sonny) Allen
Dan Swartz
Steve Hamilton
'Harold Sergent
Leonard Coulter

1943
1945
195 0
1 955-56
1957
1963
197 2

Former Coaches
Ellis Johnson
Bob Laughlin
Len Miller
Pre-All-American Era
Lawrence Fraley
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

Saturday, September 7, 1985
1 2 noon
2:00-3:00
3:30-4:30
4:45-6:0 0
6:00-6 : 15

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

7:00

p.m.

Halftime
10:00
p.m.
(after game)
NOTE:

Luncheon and Induction Ceremony(Adron Doran Univers :ity Center - Crager Room)
Campus Tours
Reception (President's Home)
Buffet (Pres ident 's Home)
Transport the inductees to Jayne Stadium using the
university bus.
Kickoff - Morehead State University vs. Marshall
University
Recognition for the Hall of Fame inductees.
Reception (Holiday Inn )

The inductees, their wives and children are invited as guests
to all of the above events.
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MSU WILL HONOR FORMER GREATS WITH INDUCTION INTO ATHLETIC HALL OF FAME
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Seventeen former Morehead State University athletes have
been selected as the first honorees to be inducted into the MSU Athletic Hall
of Fame.
The move to create the Hall of Fame was spear headed by MSU President
Herb F. Reinhard .
"It is extremely fitting that Morehead State University inaugurate an
Athl etic Hall -of Fame, for athletics has certainly served as a very integral
part of the history of this institution," Reinhard said. "The committee
epresents all eras of MSU athletics and I am confident that those who are
inducted each year wi l l be those who have repres ented this university with
distinction . "
The induction ceremony and luncheon will take place at noon on Sept. 7
in the Crag er Room of the Adron Doran University Center. Wives and children
of the inductees are also invited to attend the schedule of events which also
includes campus tours, a reception and buffet at President Reinhar d' s home and
recognition at halftime of MSU ' s season opener against Marshall at Jayne
Stadium.
Seven of the 17 inductees are basketbal l All-Americans, seven are football
players and three are former coaches. The baske tbal l inductees are :
JOHN E. (SONNY) ALLEN of Morehead, Ky.-- - Allen recently retired as MSU ' s
assistant athletic director. He is third on MSU ' s a ll-time scoring li st
with 1 ,923 points. Allen played f rom 1946 to 1950 attaining All - American
status in 1950. He i s MSU's onl y four-time all-conference performer and
recorded a 226-137 record in 14 seasons as MSU ' s head baseball coach.

-more-
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Allen was also named "OVC Coach of the Year" three times and collected
three OVC Championships. The Morehead native accumulated 923 coaching wins
on MSU's campus involving four sports with Breckinridge Training School
and MSU. MSU ' s baseball field is also named in his honor.
STEVE HAMILTON of Morehead, Ky.---Hamilton is MSU's current head baseball coach.
The two-sport professional is fourth on MSU's all-time scoring list with
1,829 points and holds five MSU basketball records , all of them in the
rebounding department. Hamilton maintains the schoo] record for the best
rebounding average in one season (20.1) and in a career (16.4). The
southpaw also holds the school record for most rebounds in a game (38),
in a season (543) and in a career (1,675). He has the second best singlegame scoring performance at MSU, tossing in 51 points against Ohio
University during the 1956-57 season. Hamilton was named All-American in
1957 and is a two-time All-OVC selection. His career includes 11 years as
a pitcher in the major leagues and a stint with the Minneapolis Lakers of
the National Basketball Association. As MSU's head baseball coach, Hamilton
has accumulated a 230-173 record in 10 years. That decade includes four
divisional championships, one regular season title and two trips to the
NCAA Tournament. Hamilton has been honored as OVC Coach of the Year four
times.
DAN SWARTZ of Owingsville, Ky.---Swartz is a former teammate of Steve Hamilton.
He played basketball at MSU from 1953-56 and totaled 1 , 925 points in just
three seasons which ranks him second behind Herbie Stamper on the all-time
scoring list. The Owingsville native was named All-American in 1957 and is
a two- time All-OVC selection. Swartz holds eight MSU scoring records
including the highest scoring average for a single season (28.6) and
career (27.5). His 828 points scored during his senior season remains as
MSU's highest output. Swartz also holds MSU marks for most field goals
attempted in a season (638), most field goals made in a season (282),
most free throws attempted in a season (344) and career (929), and most
free throws made in a season (264) and career (685). Swartz scored 40
points or more in three different games, including 47 against Middle
Tennessee in 1955 which stands as the fourth best single-game performance
in MSU history.
EARL DUNCAN of Louisville, Ky.-- -Duncan ' s career covered the courts from 1939
to 1943. During that time he totaled 1,430 points which places him ninth
on MSU's all-time scoring list. The forward came to MSU from Georgetown,
Ky., and was MSU's first basketball All-American in 1943. Duncan left
MSU with an impressive 19.3 scoring average , the seventh best career
average in MSU history. He was three times named All-KIAC. Duncan's best
single-game performance came against Marshall when he burned the nets for
35 points against the Thundering Herd during the 1942-43 season. He led
all of the state's scorers in 1942 and 1943.
hl~RREN COOPER of Morehead, Ky.---A former teammate of Duncan, Cooper played
basketball at Morehead State University from 1942 to 1945. His three years
produced 1,011 points which places the Morehead native nineteenth on MSU's
all-time scoring sheet. Cooper came to MSU from Brooksville, Ky., and
eventually became MSU's second All-American in 1945. His career included
-more-
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helping the Eagles to a 40-19 record . Nicknamed the " Brooksvil l e Flash,"
Cooper led his high school team (Brooksville) to the state title in 1939.
HAROLD SERGENT of Lexington, Ky.---Sergent is a 1963 All-American from Ashland,
Ky., who scored 1,469 points from 1962-65. That three year total has him
currently seventh on MSU's all-time scoring list . Sergent was named All-OVC
all three seasons and he left MSU with a 23.2 scoring average, the second
highest in MSU history. He holds the MSU record for the best single-game
scoring performance by tossing in 52 points against Middle Tennessee
during the 1964-65 season. Sergent is the only basketball Eagle to be
named Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Year. He was given the honor
in 1963 , when the award began. He was also an excellent basebal l player
at MSU. The All-OVC baseball standout shares the OVC pitching record for
the most wins in a season (10).
LEONARD COULTER of Louisville, Ky . ---Coulter is the last basketball player to
be ~iven All-American status at MSU. The three-time All-OVC star set the
school record for most consecutive fie l d goals (13) and most points scored
in a sophomore season (651). Coulter l eft MSU with 1 ,781 points, which
places him fifth on the all-time scoring list. His career average is 23 . 1,
the third best in MSU history. His 42 points against Tennessee Tech during
the 1971-72 season is the sixth best single-game performance in MSU history.
Coulter led t h e OVC in rebounding his sophomore season with a 14.5 average
and finished second in scoring that year with a 23 . 4 average. In his three
years at MSU, the Eagles tallied 38 OVC wins against 14 losses.
Seven former MSU footba ll players are beinB inducted i nto the Hall of Fame,
six of which attained All-American status. Two of the Eagle g reats are being
honored _posthumous ly . They are John (Buck) Horton and Stanley Radjunas.
JOHN (BUCK) HORTON of Mt . Sterling, Ky.- --Horton was Morehead State University's
first football All-American in 1938 . He came to MSU from Mt . Sterling and
play ed on one of MSU's most productive offensive football teams. Horton
was MSU ' s center in the l ate 1930's where he opened up many holes for Eagle
runningbacks in what was then a rushing-oriented game . In 1938, Horton
helped the Eagles to a 76-0 opening day win over Lawrence Tech . It is MSU ' s
third largest win ever. That 1938 team went on to score 58 points on three
di fferent occasions during that season which saw the Eagles finish 5-1-1 .
The only team to score on MSU that season was Murray State.
STANLEY RADJUNAS of Ashland, Ky.---Radjunas became MSU ' s second football AllAmerican in 1939. He came to Morehead State University from New Britain,
Conn ., and was a member of the offensive line. Radjunas was also given
Honorable M~ntion Al l-American honors in 1938 , his junior season. Like
Horton, he helped open the holes for the Eag le runningbacks. From 1937 to
193 9 , MSU totaled an 18-4-1 record . Radjunas was a l so MSU ' s head baseball
coach from 1946 to 1953. In those eight seasons the Eagles were 68-49
including one KIAC Championship and one Ohio Valley Conference Eastern
Divi sion Championship . MSU ' s best season under Radjunas was in 1952 when
the Eag le s f inis hed with a 1 2- 3 slate.
-mnri:>-
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The other football inductees are Paul Adams, Vincent (Moose) Zachem,
e Lustic, and Dave Haverdick.
PAUL ADAMS of Flatwoods, Ky. ---Adams came to Morehead State University from
Coal Grove, Ohio. He was named All-American in 1940, succeeding Horton
and Radjunas. He was also named to the All-American Honorable Mention team
his junior season. Adams was one of the great centers to play at MSU.
During his senior season, Adams and the rest of the offensive line opened
gaps to support a 46-0 win over Alfred Holbrook in 1940. Adams helped set
the stage for a long line of great centers at Morehead State University.
VINCENT (MOOSE) ZACHEM of Ashland, Ky .-- -The tradition of great centers continued
at MSU when Zachem came to Morehead State University from Ashland, Ky. He
would become the Eagle 's fourth football All- American in 1942. Zachem and
the Eagles finished 4-1-2 his senior season, but his biggest memory may
s tem from the 1941 campaign. That year MSU embarrassed Rio Grande 104-0,
which stands as MSU's most lop sided win. Zachem was the last Eagle center
to be named All-American.
JOE LUSTIC of Maysville, Ky.---While the Al l -American offensive lineman were
opening holes, Joe Lustic was providing plenty of excitement in the Eagle
backfield . The runningback from Maysville, Ky., was named All-American in
1946, the first Eagle All-American other than an offensive lineman. Lustic
helped the Eagles to a 6-1 record in 1946 which included a 55-7 win over
Union to end the season. Lustic's speed and quick moves earned him the
nickname "Jumpin Joe."
DAVE HAVERDICK of Canton, Ohio---Haverdick became Morehead State University's
sixth footba ll All-American in 1 969. He was a very strong defensive tackle
and was twice named f irst-team All-Ohio Valley Conference. He played two
years under coach Guy Penny and a pair under Jake Hallum. During Haverdick's
playing days, the Eagles won 20 games, lost 15 and tied two . His senior
year he was listed at 6-4, 240 pounds. Haverdick also lettered one year
in track at MSU.
Three of MSU ' s great head coaches are also being inducted into the school ' s
Athle tic Hall of Fame. Ellis T. Johnson and Bob Laughlin are two , while the
third, Len Miller, is being honored posthumously.
LEN MILLER of Deland, Fla.---Miller was the head basketball coach at Morehead
State University for two season s (1943-45) . He took over for Ellis T.
Johnson during the war. Miller was a head coaches dream come true accepting
responsibilities from all ang l es of the game . He was Johnson's dedicated
assistant for many,many year s in both football and basketball. He put two
fine seasons together as head basketball coach in Johnson's absence, going
12-3 and 16-6 including a KIAC Championship. His combined head coaching
record was 28-9 . The Len Mi ller Room in the Academic-Athlet ic Center i s
named in his honor .
-more-
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ELLIS T. JOHNSON of Huntington,W.Va.---According to many at MSU, Ellis T.
Johnson was one of the ~reatest coaches of his era. Johnson was head
football coach at Morehead State University for 14 years and head
basketball coach for 15 years. He has won more games than any other head
coach at MSU in both sports. Johnson's football record stands at 54-44-10
while his basketball mark is 176-158 for a total of 230 wins at MSU.
Johnson has already been inducted into the Ohio Valley Conference Sports
Hall of Fame and was the first inductee into the Ashland Hall of Fame.
Johnson's best year as football coach was in 1937 when the Eagles went
7-1. Only three teams scored on MSU that year. His best basketball season
came during the 1936-37 campaign when the Eagles finished 16-8.
BOB LAUGHLIN of Morehead, Ky.---Laughlin was MSU's head basketball coach for
12 years from 1953-1965. During his tenure the Eagles mounted a 166-120
record for a .581 winning percentage. Laughlin's teams shared first place
in the OVC four different seasons and he coached his way to three 19-win
campaigns. His 1955-56 team holds the school record for the most lopsided
win (138-70 over Centre) and highest scoring team (95 .9 average) . Laughlin
coached 11 All-OVC players and three All-Americans. He was the first MSU
basketball coach to receive OVC Coach of the Year honors and he took three
different teams to the NCAA Tournament. The native of Mt . Sterling, Ky.,
saw his 1956-57 team lead the entire nation in rebounding with 1,735
caroms. Known for his fast-breaking teams, Laughlin has five of his former
players currently listed on MSU's top twenty career scorers, better known
as the 1,000-point club. The Laughlin Health Building, which was built in
the late 1960's, is named in his honor.
LAWRENCE FRALEY of Middletown, Ohio---Fraley will go down in the MSU history
books as one of the first multi-talented athletes to put on an Eagle
artif0rm. Unfortunately some of Fraley's abilities may have gone
unrecognized since he played in the Pre-All American era. In fact, Fraley
w.as · one of the first students to enroll at .Morehead State University.
=
He lettered in three sports at MSU, football, basketball and baseball.
Fraley played halfback on the football team, was a guard on the basketball
team and played both the infield and outfield for the baseball team . He
was known for his great speed and size.

########
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Gordon Stewart (Gorky) Kirtley of Dandridge, Tenn.
Kirtley was a football letterman in the late 1940's and early 1950's.
He also played basketball at MSU.

Without a doubt, Kirtley is one of the greatest

pass r eceivers t o ever wear an Eagle uniform.
records:

He still holds the following foot~all

most yardage gained in a game--228 yds . vs. Evansville, 1950; most t ouch-

down passes caught in a game-- 3 touchdowns in 1950 ; most touchdown passes caught in
a career, 15 touchdowns from 1947- SO.

The native of Paintsville , Ky., was a

unanimous selec t ion t o the 1950 All-Ohio Valley Conference Team as an end.

Kirtley

was one of the favorite r eceivers of Hall of Fame member Charles (Izzy) Porter .

•

•
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Charles Dudley Caudill of St. Paris, Ohio
Caudill was an outstanding catcher £-or the Eagle baseball teams of the late
195O's.

He was a member of the 1957 squad that won the Ohio Valley Conference

Eastern Division Championship and went on t o win the playo ff for MSU ' s first
OVC Baseball Crown.

His name is still in the MSU rec ord book, and given the

strength of the numbers, it may be there for a long time.

In 1955, he established

the existing MSU record for highes~ slugging percentage in a season with a .884
mark.

In 1958, he established the existing MSU record for h ighest batting average

in a season with a .488 mark.

His .488 average, was the second highest in t he

entire nation that seas on .

•
\

----(
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Custer Reynolds of Wilmore, Ky.
Reynolds, a native of Buckhorn in Harlan Co., Ky ., was a standout
runningback for the Eagle football teams of the early 1940's.

He played at

a time when the sophisticated statistical compu tations of today were not
available, but it is documented that during one season, on five occasions
he reeled off runs of greater than 60 yards.

He was nicknamed the " Bull

of the Buckhorn", and ~as named to the All-Kentucky Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference team as a fullback.

The late Earl Ruby, the highly respected

columnist for the Louisville Courier Journal for many years, called him the
best fullback in the entire state during his career at MSU .

•

•

Hall of Fame Inductees

Dear
We are very pleased to announce that Preside nt Herb.
F. Reinhard has spearheaded a move to create a Morehead
State University Athletic Hall of Fame. A screening and
selection committee was appointed by · the president to
determine the initial inductees to be h onored on Saturday,
September 7, 1985.

•

It is my pleasure to inform you that youha va been
selected as one of the first honorees to be inducted
into the Hall of Fame. We certainly hope your schedule
will permit you to come to the campus for the activities
and induction ceremonies. Enclosed is a list of names
of those to be honored along with a schedule of events
planned for September 7 in conjunction with the opening
game of the 1985 football season.
In the interest of keeping the luncheon program
within a reasonable time frame, a spokesman will be
sel ected to respond for each of the four categories,
i.e., football All-Americans,basketball All-Americans,
former coaches and pre-All-American era . Notification
will be forthcoming after we receive repl ies and can
determine those who will be in attendance .
An official announcement regarding the Hall of
Fame and the selected honorees will be released by
the university to the media this week.
Hopefully,
the media i n your area will assist us in our efforts
to properly publicize and r ecognize your outstanding
athletic accomplishments.

•

We may need your assistance in obtaining an appropriate
picture for framing and placing in the Hall of Fame area
in the lobby of the Academic-Athletic Center on campus.
If so, we will be back in touch with you .

We want to extend an invitation to your wife and
children to accompany you and participate in the scheduled
events.
Please let me know as soon as possible, for
planning purposes, the number that will be in your
party .
Congratulations on your selection for this very
deserving honor. We will be looking forward to hearing
from you relative to your plans to attend this prestigious
event .
Sincerely ,

G. E. Moran , Jr .
Director of Athletics
brn

•

It is extremely fitting that Morehead State University inaugurate
an Athletic Hall of Fame for Athletics has certainly served
as a very integral part of the history of this institution.
The commi ttee represeq~s all eras of MSU athletics and I am
confident that those vlb are inducted each year will be those
who have represented this university with dist inction. My wife,
Nancy, and I will be honored to recognize our initial inductees
at a reception and dinner at our home on September 7 .

•

•
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Guy Penny
Guy Penny coached the Morehead State University Football Eagles from 1959
to 1967.
His nine-year record was 39-39-2.

In 1962, MSU tied for the Ohio Valley

Conference championship, and in 1966, the Eagles won the conference championship
outright.

Penny was named conference Coach of the Year both championship seasons.

A native of Alabama, Penny graduated from Ole Miss and coached high school
football in Alabama and was an assistant coach at the University of Tennessee-Martin
before coming to MSU.
He is currently professor of Health, Physical Education and Recreation at
Middle Tennessee State University.
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Carl "Corky" Howerton
Carl "Corky" Howerton earned three letters in both basketball and football
from 1940 to 1943.
A native of Olive Hille, Ky., Howerton was a speedy halfback on the Eagle
football team and was noted for his long runs.

The 1941 MSU school yearbook

reports a 90-yard for a touchdown against Salem.
As a basketball standout, he was known as an excellent ballhandler and defender.

Howerton has an outstanding long-range set shot and was one of MSU's top players in
pressure situations.
He earned a bachelor's degree from MSU in 1943 and went on to establish a
successful dental practice.

Now retired, Howerton resides in Jeffersonville, Ind.
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Denny Doyle
Denny Doyle was a four-year lettermen for the Morehead State University
Baseball Eagles and a four-time member of the All-Ohio Valley Conference Baseball
Team.
The holder of MSU's season and career stolen base records, Doyle came to MSU
after leading Caverna (Ky.) High School to the Kentucky state high school baseball
championship.

He led the Eagles to an OVC championship in 1963.

After leaving MSU, Doyle played 12 seasons of professional baseball.
eight seasons in the major leagues.
Philadelphia Phillies.

He spent

From 1970 to 1973, he was a member of the

He spent the 1974 season with the California Angels.

finished his career from 1975 to 1977 with the Boston Red Sox.

He

In 1975, he had the

American League's longest hitting streak (22 games) and was the only player to hit in
every game of the 1975 World Series.

•

He now serves as President of Doyle Baseball, which offers baseball instruction
to youngsters across the country.

More than 80,000 players have received instruction

from Doyle Baseball during the past 11 years , and several Doyle graduates are
currently in the major leagues •

•
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EAGLES FACE JAMES MADISON I N FIRST ROAD GAME
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Mor ehead State wil l take an 0- 1 record t o
Harrisonburg, Va . , this Saturday to face non- conference foe James
Madi son University at 7:00 p.m.
The Dukes have a 1-0 record after downing East Tennessee State
Un iversity 14-9 in Johnson City, Tenn. ,this past Saturday night .
The Eagl es had to face a super quarterback in Marshall ' s Carl
Fodor, but will now have t o prepare for a complicated Duke running
attack .
"We go from one extreme to the other, " Eag le head coach Bi ll
Baldridg e claimed.

"Marshall was a throwing team while James Madison

is primarily a running team . "
The Eag les grounded out 119 yards rushing against Marshall with
sophomore tailback Daman Stephens leading the way with 80 y ards on 19
carries.

Last year the Camden, N.J. native totaled 864 yards.

MSU quarterback Adrian Breen, a 6- 4 junior from Cincinnati, Ohio,
was 19- 30 for 155 yards , on e touchdown and one interception.
"We have to prepare for a Wing - T forma tion aga i nst James Madison",
Baldridge said .

"We don't see that in our league so we have our work

cut out for us ."
The Dukes feature fullb a ck Warren Marshall, a 6-1, 212 pound,
junior who carried the ball 26 times for 142 y ards l ast week.
This should be an interes ting confrontation as the Eag les
allowed just 38 yards rushing last week.

-more-

EAGLES FACE JAMES MADISON IN FIRST ROAD GAME

MSU offensive lineman Larry Colley and outside linebacker
Allen Montgomery are questionable for this Saturday .

Both sustained

knee injuries.
The Dukes lead the series 2- 1 after defeating MSU 38 - 28 last
year at Jayne Stadium.
The Eagles will return home September 21 to play Salem College
at 7:00 p.m. during "Parents Weekend."
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EAGLES FACE SALEM COLLEGE WITH LEAGUE PLAY APPROACHING
MOREHEAD, Ky . --- Morehead State will get it's final tune-up
for conference play this Saturday when the Eagles face Salem College
at 7:00 p.m. during Parents Weekend.
The Eagles, now 0-2, will try to cut down on turnovers, which
total nine after two ballgames .

The Eagles have fumbled it away

six times while throwing three interceptions.
"Anytime you play good football teams, you can't make the mistakes we've made and expect to win," head coach Bill Baldridge said.
"It's hard to explain why these things happen.

If we can eliminate

them, we are going to beat somebody."
The Eagles hope to make Salem College their first win this week
as the Tigers come in 1-0 after winning their season opener 38- 36
over Kutztown State.
MSU looks to gain a win and momentum with Middle Tennessee coming
in town Sept. 28 to open Ohio Valley Conference play.
"Our first two opponents (Marshall, James Madison) should have
prepared us well for our conference season," Baldridge said .

"Now

we need momentum in the way of a win over Salem."
Coach Bal dridge is hopeful that quarterback
return for the Eagles.

Adrian Breer

can

The junior from Cincinnati suffered a bruised

shoulder in the second quarter last Saturday against JMU and is
questionable this week.

Breen was moving the Eagles to what looked

to be a game tying drive when the injury was sustained.

The Eagles

were trailing 21-14 at the time.
" After Adrian left the game, the roof fell in, " Baldridge said.
" That seemed to be the end of us.

However, this is a new week and we

want our fans to stay behind us."
MSU tailback Daman Stephens is MSU ' s l eading r u sher.

The 5-8

sophomore from Camden, N.J., has gained 155 yards on 38 attempts
for two touchdowns .

Quarterback Adrian Breen is 25 of 39 fo r 257

yards and one touchdown.
The Tigers feature tai lback Darryl Smith who became Salem's
second all- time leading rusher after gaining 212 yards on 22 attempts
for three touchdowns last week.

The 5- 9 senior has gained 2,362

yards in his three-plus seasons at Sa l em College.
This will be just the third meeting between the two schools .
Each team has one win.

The last confrontation came in 1940 .

For ticket information call 783 - 2088 .
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September 24, 1985

THE EAGLE HOTLINE AT YOUR SERVICE (606) 783-2550
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Eag le Hotline beg ins its second season of
prograrmning at Morehead State University .

Here is a schedule of it ' s

programming.
MONDAY------- Results of Saturday 's MSU football game including
player highl i ghts and statistical leaders. Other OVC
scores wil l be included if available.
TUESDAY------ Feature story on MSU footba l l including MSU Player s
of the Week and OVC Players of the Week .
WEDNESDAY

Results and dates of upcoming games of MSU soccer,
tennis , and cross country teams.

THURSDAY- ---- Information concerning the MSU volleyball team. Also
timely interviews with Jim McClellan will be available .
FRIDAY ------- Preview of upcoming MSU football game incl uding a short
interview with head coach Bill Baldridge.
Future dates of MSU games for all sports will also be inc luded
at the end of each broadcast.
MSU Sports Information Office.

The Eag le hotline is operated by the
The Eag le Hotline number is 606-783 -

2550.
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MSU TO HOST TENNIS TOURNAMENT
MOREHEAD, Ky . --- Morehead State University will host the
Fall 1985 Lady Eagle Tennis Classic Oct. 25 & 26 at the MSU tennis
courts.

The tournament is open to MSU students and the general

public.
The different classes include A, B, and C singles, men ' s
doubles and women's doubles.
Singles
Doubles
Singles
Doubles

(for students)
(for students)
(non- students)
(non- students)

Entry fees are as follows:
$3.50 plus a can of tennis balls
$5.00 µlus a can of tennis balls
$7.00 plus a can of tennis balls
$10.00 p lus a can of tennis balls

Prizes will be awarded to each f l ight winner.

All entry fees

may be used as tax deductible gifts to benefit the Lady Eagle Tennis
team.
For any additional information, cal l the MSU athletic office
at 783-2088.

Tournament seedings wil l be avai l able on Oct. 24.
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MSU NAMES ASSISTANT ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
~O~EHEAD , Ky. --- Morehead State University has named David Brunk
as its new assistant athletic director.
Brunk, 35, takes over the position vacated by John "Sonny" Allen,
who retired this past summer.
"We are fortunate to have a person with Dave's fine background on
our staff," MSU athletic director G.E. "Sonny" Moran praised.

"He

has the experience in the areas of promotion and marketing to address
our concerns relative to increasing the attendance at our athletic
events and generating additional revenue."
Brunk spent this past year as MSU ' s Eagle Athletic Fund Director.
"He will be working closely with the university corrnnunity and
the various groups in our service region in a cooperative effort to
improve our total operation," Moran added.
Brunk spent eight years as general manager of the Fort Myers
Royals of the Florida State League prior to his arrival at MSU.
His main responsibilities will deal with promotion and marketing of
MSU athletics.

He will also serve as ticket and business manager .

Brunk has won the Larry MacPhail Promotional Award given to the
top promoter of each respective league six times from 1974 to 1984.
The 1972 graduate of Ball State University began his minor league
baseball affiliation as an administrative assistant with the Oklahoma
City 89ers in 1973 .

In 1974, while gener a l manager of the Waterloo

Royals, he was named Midwest League General Manager of the Year.

He

has also served as business manager of the San Antonio Brewers
and general manager of the Jacksonville Suns.
He is married to the former Brenda Sample of Goshen, Ind.
They have one daughter, Ashley, 5.

# # # # # # # # # #
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MSU NAMES INTERIM CROSS COUNTRY & SWIMMING COACH
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University h as named Dr.
Leroy Overstreet as interim men's and women ' s cross country and
swimming coach.

He assumes the duties after Bob Willey announced

his resignation.
"In view of Bob Willey's untimely resignation, we had to
fill this vacancy as quickly as possible," MSU athletic director
G.E. "Sonny" Moran said .

"We certainly appreciate Dr. Overstreet's

willingness to serve on an interim basis.

We will continue to

advertise in hopes of finalizing the full-time position by early
next spring."
Overstreet, 49, served as MSU ' s Academic Athletic Advisor
for one year and is a former departmental head for allied health
sciences .

He received an associate degree from Weber State College

in 1959 , a bachelor's degree in health and physical education from
Brigham Young in 1961, and a master's deg ree from the University of
Utah in 1964.

Overstreet later received his doctorate from West

Virginia University.
Overstreet, a certified basketball official , played football
and basketball for the United States Navy and was the Pacific Fleet
Heavyweight Boxing Chamµion fo r two year s.
years of college football at Bri~ham Young.

nb
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MSU COACHES AND ATHLETES TO "RUN FOR FUNDS"
MOREHEAD, Ky . -- - Morehead State University coaches and
athletes will be participating in the third annual "Run for
Funds" proe ram on Oct. 24 at 2:00 p.m. at Jayne Stadium.
Players from the different progr ams will be so l iciting
per lap donations and then retur ning later to co l lect those
donations .
Those nledges will be distributed to the individual programs through the Eagle Athletic Fund which is part of More head State University Foundation, Inc.
The " Run for Funds " will take p l ace around the MSU track
at Javne Stadium.

There will be one participant f r om each

program on the track at all times.

Some sports which have

limited staffs will use seniors to assist in running.

The

total laps will be the cumulative to t a l of all laps completed
by each coach or athl ete with a 50 l ap maximum .
All donations are tax deductible.
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THREE EAGLES ARE DISMISSED FROM THE TEAM
MOREHEAD, Ky . ---Three Morehead State footbal l p l ayers have been
released from the team and will not return according to head coach
Bill Baldridge.
Daman Stephens, MSU ' s leading rusher in 1984 and '85 was suspended
from the team for discip l inary reasons and will no t return to the squad.
Stephens rushed for 864 yards as a freshman last season and had 155 yards
in his first two games this season.
Also gone from the team are defensive guard Mike Innis and left
cornerback Glendale Griffin. Both have left the team for personal
reasons.
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EAGLES OPEN LEAGUE PLAY AGAINST TOUGH BLUE RAIDERS
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State will open the 1985 conference
season this Saturday against Middle Tenne ssee at 7:00 p.m. at Jayne
Stadium during "Community Day" at MSU.
The Eagles had Mr. Momentum join the team this past Saturday
night by collecting their first win i n three tries, a 41-14 drubbing
of Salem College.
"We had to have a victory and our players resl)onded with a s uner
team effort," head coach Bill Baldridge claimed.

" You always want

to take momentum into conference play. "
The Eagle offense gen e r ated it ' s highest output of the season
despite missing two key performers.

Adr ian Breen, still nursing a

sore shoulder , gave way to J eff McGu ire, and tailback Daman Stephen s
was dismissed from the team earlier in the week for disciplinary reasons.
"We faced adversity all week leading up to the Salem game, "
Baldridge said.

"But the result has been a victory and a united

football team ."
MSU wi ll have i ts hands f ull with Middle Tennessee.

The Blue

Raiders are 3-0 after drubbing Jacksonville (Ala . ) State 55-21 this
past Saturday night.

MTSU is averag ing 42.5 points per game while

yielding 12.3 to opponents .
"Middle Tennessee is a good football team," Baldridge prai sed.
"The y lost their starting quarterback, tailback and center from last

year, but they have obviously replaced them with qu ality people.
They ' ve scored 127 points in three games. "
The Blue Raiders feature runningback Gerald Anderson.

The

sophomore tai l back has 338 yards rushing on 49 attempts and three
touchdowns.

He is backed up by tai l back Dwight Stone, a junior who

has gained 216 yards on 22 attempts for five touchdowns.
The bulk of MSU's offense will be through the air.

Adrian

Breen is still questionab l e, so McGuire will most likely start the
game.

The two signal call ers have combined for 48 completions in

78 attempts for 595 yards and four touchdowns.
The Eagles leading receiver is tight end Steve Collins who has
8 receptions for 87 yards.
For MSU updates call the Eagle Hotline at 606-783-2550 .
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EAGLES FACE ANOTHER RANKED TEAM THIS SATURDAY IN MURRAY STATE
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State will face it's third Div. I-AA
top ten team this Saturday when the Eagles meet the Murray State
Racers at Roy Stewart Stadium at 3:00 P.M. (EDT).
The Eagles (1-3, 0-1) have a lready faced Div. I - AA powers
Marshall and Middle Tennessee.

Last week saw Marshall ranked

third, Middle Tennessee fifth, and Murray State tied for eighth.
"We have a darn tough schedule, there's no doubt about that,"
Eagle head coach Bill Baldridge c laimed.

"This week is certainly

no exception."
Baldridge will return to Murray State to coach against the
Racers for the first time as Eag le head coach.

Baldridge was an

assistant at Murray State under Mike Gottfried in 1979 when the
Racers won the league title.
"My family and I have a lot of friends back there and I
certainly have a great deal of respect for Frank (Beamer) and his
program."
While the Eagles were losing to Middle Tennessee (33-14),
the Racers were struggling with Tennessee Tech.
now 3-0-1

Murray State,

and 1- 0 in the OVC, held off the Golden Eagles for a

29-21 win at Stewart Stadium.
"We are hoping we can continue to move the ball as we did
against Middle, but we have to put more points on the board,"
Baldridge stated.

The Eagles totaled 394 yards last week, but managed only
14 points.
MSU is averaging 204 yards per game through the air.

Adrian

Breen , a junior from Cincinnati, Ohio is 46 of 86 with four interceptions for 478 yards and two touchdowns.

Breen' s back- up, Jeff

McGuire, is 23 of 39 with four interceptions for 338 yards and three
touchdowns.
As a team, Morehead State averages 133 yards per game rushing .
Tailback Dennis Carr and fullback Roger Cleveland lead the way.
Carr has 191 yards on 36 attempts for two touchdowns while Cleveland
has 157 yards on 28 carries.
The Eagles leading receiver is junior Tom Buzyniski (10-172).
The Eagle defense will be out to stop a quick Murray State
freshman, Rodney Payne.

The 6-0, 185 pound red-shirt rookie l eads

the Racers in rushing with 335 yard s on 50 carries inc l uding five
touchdowns.

Fullback Bill Bird has 172 yards on 29 attempts and

one touchdown.
Senior signal caller Kevin Sisk is 38 of 60 for 478 yards.
The 6-2 senior has also thrown seven interceptions and one touchdown
pass.

His favorite target is split end Lee McCormick.

The 5-10

senior has 15 receptions for 198 yards and one touchdown.
Murray State leads the series 32-13 - 1 .

The Eagles will return

home Oct . 12 to face OVC foe Austin Peay at 1:30 at Jayne Stadium.

# #
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EAGLES RETURN HOME STILL SEEKING FIRST OVC WIN
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State continues Ohio Valley Conference
play this Saturday when the Ear,les entertain Austin Peay at 1:30 p.m.
(EDT) at Jayne Stadium during

Business & Industry Day.

The Eagles do have some consolation in the fact that Au stin Peay
will be their first Div. I-AA opponent in three weeks not rank ed in
the top ten in the countr y.
"Anyone can look at our schedule and see that it's been a tough
one," MSU head coach Bill Baldridge said.

"Just because Austin Peay

is not ranked does not mean we can take them ligh tly .

They gave

Eastern a tough game last week."
While Morehead State was losing to seventh ranked Murray State
35-9 last week, to fall to 1-4-0 and 0- 2 in the OVC, the Governors
dropped a 20-10 decision to EKU in Richmond to s l ip to 2-2 overall
and 0- 1 in league action .
"The Gov ' s defense is the key to their team, " Baldridge claimed.
" Their defense, which has eight of 11 starters back from l ast year,
can keep them in any game."
APSU is averaging 15.0 points per game .

The Gov's leading

rusher is William Nathaniel, a 6-0, 222 pound sophomore with 140
yards in 37 carries.
Most of the Governor offense has been generated through the
air.

quarterback Rick Rice, a 6-2, 191 pound senior, is 46 - 76

with two interceptions for 472 yards and one touchdown.

His two favorite targets are flanker Rob Senft and split
end Rex Motes.

Senft, a 6-2, 183 pound senior has 10 receptions

for 132 yards and one touchdown, while Motes, a 5-8, 155 pound
junior, has 9 catches for 153 yards.
MSU ' s ground attack is led by seniors Dennis Carr and Roger
Cleveland.

Carr has 253 yards on 50 carries for two touchdowns.

Cleveland has 202 yards on 35 attempts.
Eagle quarterback Adrian Breen , a junior from Cincinnati,
Ohio is 57-115 with five interceptions for 628 yards and three
touchdowns.
Tight end Steve Collins is MSU 's leading receiver.
6-3, 200 pound sophomore has 14 receptions for 148 yards.

The
Senior

Rick Calcutt has 11 receptions for 143 yards and three touchdowns.
Austin Peay leads the series 13-10 including a 21-14 win
over MSU last year in Clarksville.

# # # # # # # #
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EAGLES HOST THE AKRON ZIPS FOR HOMECOMING
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State will face the rugged ground
attack of the Akron Zips this Saturday in the Eagles annual Homecoming game starting at 1:30 p.m.
MSU, 1-5 overall and 0-3 in the Ohio Valley Conference, will
go out to stop the OVC's leading rusher in Akron's Mike Clark, if
he is able to play .

Clark, a 5-9, junior, rushed for 174 yards on

37 carries in the Zips 17-10 win over Murray State last week, but also
suffered an ankle and s houlder injury.

Clark has 823 yards and six

touchdowns for the season on 193 attempts.

He averages 137.2 ypg

rushing.
"There's no doubt Akron likes to run the ball," MSU head coach
Bill Baldridge said.

"You know pretty much what to expect from them,

but they are big and strong and hard to stop."
The Zips, 4-2 overall and 1-1 in league play, also have a very
respectable passing game, led by quarterback Vernon Stewart who is
53 of 115 with eight interceptions for 870 yards and three touchdowns.
Stewart's primary receiver is Willie Davis who has 23 receptions for
397 yards and two touchdowns.
Akron has another offensive threat in the foot of Russ Kl aus.
The Zips kicker in 14-20 on field goal attempts and has connected on
two field goal attempts from beyond 50 yards.
leaders and is first in the OVC.

He is among the nation's

"Hopefully the excitement of homecoming will help pick our
players up," Baldridge added.
MSU's air attack is led by Adrian Breen.

The Eagle signal

caller is 72 of 149 with seven interceptions for 801 yards and three
touchdowns.
Breen's favorite targets have been Steve Collins (16-184),
Rick Calcutt (16-192 , three touchdowns) and Tom Buzyniski (12-220, one
touchdown).
The Eagles are led in rushing by Dennis Carr.

The senior transfer

from Kansas has 289 yards on 55 attempts and two touchdowns.
MSU punter Greg Burke has his average up to 43.8 for the season.
Burke rates first in the OVC and is also among the nations leaders.
Akron leads this series 6-1 with one tie.
in the first meeting in 1975.
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EAGLES BATTLE GOLDEN EAGLES, BOTH LOOKING FOR AN OVC WIN
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State travels to Cookeville, Tenn.,
this Saturday to face Tennessee Tech in a battle to try to stay
out of the Ohio Valley Conference's cellar.
The Eagles are 1-6 overall, 0-4 in the OVC after losing to Akron
last Saturday, while the Golden Eagles stand at 0-6 overall, 0-2
in the league.

Tech also has the nation's (Div. I-AA) longes t

losing streak with 17 consecutive losses.
"On paper, this wouldn't appear to be anything pretty," Eagle
head coach Bill Baldridge said .

"But, it is a chance for one of

us to get something started and salvage the remainder of the season."
"Tech has an explosive offense with Patrick Pope at quarterback
and Eddie Hayward at ful lback," Baldridge continued.

"They are

definite l y better than their record would indicate and they have
played everybody tough."
Pope, a 5-9, 160 pound transfer from Miss i ssippi Delta Junior
College has been more effective on the ground than through the air.
Poµe has 271 yards rushing on 85 carries while connecting on 12
of 34 passing attempts for 155 yards, one touchdown and three
interceptions.
Tech fullback Eddie Hayward, 5-10, 190 pounds, leads the
Golden Eagles in rushing with 631 yards on 137 attempts including
three touchdowns.

He averages 105.2 ypg rushing.

MSU's leading ground gainer continues to be Dennis Carr.
The senior transfer from Kansas has 316 yards on 63 carries for
two touchdowns .
Adrian Breen gives the Eagles the edge in the passing game.
The junior from Cincinnati, Ohio is 93 of 190 for 1,083 yards with
eight interceptions and four touchdowns.
MSU's leading receiver i s tight end Steve Co l lins ( 23- 283 y ds.,
one touchdown) .
As a team, MSU is averaging 314.7 ypg , 104.1 rushing and 210.6
passing .

Tech is averaging 269.6 ypg,

230.8 rushing and 38 . 8 pass ing .

The game is a homecoming a f fair for the Golden Eag les who lea d
the s eries 23 -1 6 with one tie .

Kickoff at Tucker Stadium is scheduled

for 2 :30 p.m. (EST) .

#############
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EAGLES FACE WESTERN'S POTENT AIR ATTACK
MOREHEAD, Ky.

Moreh ead State and Western Kentu cky may

wish Smith Stadium had lights when the two teams " air it out"
this Saturday in Bowling Green, Ky., starting at 2 : 00 p . m. (EST).
The Eagles, 1- 7 overall, gave up 59 points in their loss
last week to Tennessee Tech (59 - 6), while the Toppers (2-5) gave
up 51 points in their lo ss to Eastern Kentucky (51-21).
Offensively, both teams rely on the passing game, especially
WKU.

Topper quarterback Jeff Cesarone has connected on 146 of 252

attempts fo r 1,725 yards and 14 touchdowns.

After a slow start,

the sophomore has thrown 13 of those TD passes in the l as t five
games.
Cesarone' s favorite targets are Alan Mullin s (36 catches 545 yards, four TD ' s), Keith Paskett (34 catches - 635 yards, six
TD' s), and Glendell Miller (32 catches - 239 yards, three TD's).
Cesarone has already thrown for 3,271 yards in less than two years.
If he stays healthy, he will no doubt break the WKU passing yar dage
record which is 4,046 yards.
MSU quarterback Adrian Breen ' s statistics a r e not as impressive,
but still the Eagles depend on the junior ' s arm.
211 for 1,232 yards and five touchdowns.

Breen is 104 of

His favorite target has

been tight end Steve Collins , who has 25 receptions for 309 yards
and three touchdowns.

Fullback Dennis Carr has 22 receptions for

227 yards and one touchdm-m.

Neither team has been impressive on the ground.

The Toppers

leading rusher is Glendell Miller (78 rushes - 280 yards, four TD's)
while MSU ' s leader is Dennis Carr (70 rushes - 341 yards, two TD's).
"This should be a real air attack, " Eagle head coach Bill
Baldridge said.

"Cesarone is a super quarterback.

Our secondary

has its work cut out."
WKU l eads the series 34-7 with two ties.

Last year the Toppers

beat MSU 33 - 31 on a 50-yard touchdown pass from Cesarone
to Arnold Grier with no time remaining.
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MSU'S BASKETBALL TEAM JOINS FORCES TO HELP FIGHT CANCER
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The 1985-86 Morehead State basketball team
will play an intrasquad scrimmage this Thursday, Nov. 7 at 7:30 p.m.
in the Academic-Athletic Center in an event that's being tabbed
"Athletes Against Cancer."
On Oct. 16 head basketball coach Denny Crum of the University
of Louisville announced at a news conference in Louisville, the formation of a series of statewide intrasquad basketball games involving
five universities.
"Cancer is a major. concern of everyone and playing an intrasquad game to help fight cancer is a way an athlete can make a
personal contribution in this endeavor , " Crum said .
Other participating schools include Murray State, Western
Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky and the University of Louisville.
"We are very happy, as representatives of Morehead State
University and the Rowan County Community, to make a contribution
that will help fight cancer,"

Eagle head coach Wayne Martin said.

"Our staff and players are pleased to join other Division I intercollegiate programs in this effort."
All tickets will be sold at the door.

Ticket prices are $2

for adults and $1 for students and children .
MSU will also play an exhibition game with Marathon Oil AAU
on Wednesday, Nov. 13 at 7:30 p.m. in the AAC.
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EAGLES HAVE TI,JO WEEKS TO PREPARE FOR EASTERN
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A beat up Morehead State football team will
get a much needed break before hosting arch-rival Eastern Kentucky
at 1:30 p.m. (EST) on Nov. 16.
The Eagles, 1-8 overall and idle this Saturday, are very thin
in the backfield.

MSU had only two runningbacks available in the 26-13

loss to Western Kentucky last week.
"We are very thin in the backfield and really needed a week off
from action," MSU head coach Bill Baldridge said.

"Now we should be

able to get some people healthy for our next game."
The Colonels will be playing Tennessee Tech this Saturday
before visiting Jayne Stadium on Nov. 16.
"We are going to let our kids have a few days off," Baldridge
continued.

"Hopefully a few days off will help them relax and allow them

to come back fresh for a big game against Eastern."
MSU has managed some close games against the Colonels in recent
years, but have failed to beat EKU in 14 years .
the series 36-15 with four ties.

The Colonels lead

Last year EKU pulled off a 48-38

win in Richmond after trailing in the fourth quarter.

-30-
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EAGLES CLOSE OUT SEASON AT YOUNGSTOWN
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State has one shot left to pick
up a conference win as the Eagles play their season finale in a
rare Friday night affair against the Youngstown State Penquins.
MSU, 1-9 and 0-6 in the Ohio Val ley Conference, agreed
before the season to play YSU on Friday night due to a conflict
with the high school football playoffs in Ohio.
"The Penguins are a good football team," MSU head coach
Bill Baldridge said.

"They have lost some tough games and their

non-conference schedule was strong. "
YSU, 4-6 overall and 3-3 in the OVC, was idl e last week.
The Penguins feature a strong passing attack in quarterback
Bob Courtney who has thrown for 1,473 yards and 11 touchdowns this
season.

Courtney's favorite target is Rick Shepas, the OVC's top re-

ceiver.

Shepas has 52 receptions fo r 811 yards and two touchdowns.

Robert Thompson leads the YSU running game with 435 yards on 114
carries and four touchdowns.
}1SU 's passing game has been shared by senior Jeff McGuire and
junior Adrian Breen.
McGuire has connected on 58 of 109 aerials for 810 yards and
four touchdowns.

Breen is 108 of 218 for 1,275 yards and five touch-

downs.
Tight end Steve Collins leads MSU with 38 receptions fo r 458
yards and two touchdowns.

This will be the twelfth meeting between MSU and YSU with the
Eagles leading 6-5.
the Eagles 35-31.

Last year the Penguins scored late and edged
Two years ago MSU surprised YSU with a 27-20 win

in Youn gstown, Ohio.
Kickoff this Friday at Stambaugh Stadium is set for 7:30 p.m.

#######
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PROGRAMMING FOR MSU'S EAGLE HOTLINE
(This format begins Nov. 18 and will go through March.)
Sunday)
Monday)
Tuesday

Weekend Results.

Wednesday

Interview with Lady Eagle head coach Loretta Marlow.

Thursday

Interview with MSU swimming coach Leroy Overstreet.

Friday)
Saturday)

Interview with MSU head coach Wayne Martin.

Interview with MSU athlete of the week (at MSU
sports information director's discretion.)

The Eagle Hotline number is 606-783-2550 and is a joint production
of Erick Hickman of the MSU Sports Information Office and Rick Hesterberg
MSU sports information dire ctor.
NOTE:
The audio quality of the Eagle Hotline should allow radio stations
to record and use for airing .

/pb
11/12/85
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PUNTER GREG BURKE AMONG NATil)N' S BEST, LEADS THE OVC
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Two years ago Greg Burke was a senior in
high school, punting his way to an all-county, all-district, second
team all-state year .

Now the sophomore out of St. Xavier High

School in Louisville is at Morehead State, leading the Ohio Valley
Conference in punting average as well as being ranked amone the
top punters in the nation .

His average, 43.4 , gives him sixth

place in NCAA Div. I-AA as well as something to smile about.
"I feel pretty darn good about it, (the national ranking) and
I feel darn good about being the highest sophomore in Div. I-AA, "
Burke said.
Last year the 6-0, 195 pounder finished the season third in
the OVC with a 41.0 yards per kick average.
Burke has tried to pattern himself after, what he feels , are
the best kickers in the professional leagues.
"Reggie Roby is the best in the game.
above anyone else .

I a dmire his kicking

After all , anyone who can kick the ball out

of the stadium like he does in Miami has to be the best," Burke
prai sed.

"I'd love to play in the NFL.

But I have to work on a

few things, such as hang-time and consistency, to make it."
Burke currently is sixth in the nation.

In front of him,

in the top two spots, are Curtis Moody of Texas Southern with a
45.4 yard average, and Mike Rice of Montana with a 44.0 yards per
kick average.
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ENTHUSIASTIC EA<";LES PREPARE TO TIP- IT OFF
HOREHEAD, Ky. ---- Eight lettermen, five newcomers and three
r ed-shirts reported to Mor ehead State's Academic- Athletic Center
Tuesday as Coach Wayne Mart in's Eag l es officially started basketball
nractice.
~SU, an NCAA Tournament particioant t wo of the last three vears,
has fo ur starters back from last year ' s 7-20 squad.
"He had a very productive preseason conditioning program
this year, " '1~U head coach T,Tavne 111artin said .

"The blend of re-

turning voung veterans and newcomers g ives our pr ogram a sense of
anticina tion and excitement as we pr epare for the season."
Heading the list of r eturning starters is Bob Mccann, a 6-9,
25 5 pound cen ter from ~orristown, N.J.

Last year' s All-OVC and

honorable mention All-American performer averaged 17.1 points per
game (2nd in OVC), 9 . 7 rebounds per game (1st in OVC) and blocked
7a shots ( 1st in OVC).
Other returning starters inc lude forwards Willie Feldhaus
(8.8 ppg, 4 . 0 rpg) and Roland Chadwick (6.5 pp~ , 3 . 9 rpg), and
guard Talbert Turn er (9.8 ppg, 2.5 r pg).
The Eagles finished eighth in the Ohio Valley Conference
last vear with a 2- 12 mark , but there is optimism at MSU with
the returning lettermen and talented newcomers.
"Last year ' s shortcomings l aid tli.e groundwork for imorovement
this year," added Martin, who has comni l ed a 108-87 record in seven
vears at MSU and a 194- 120 overal l collegi ate record in 11 years.

"T,Jith the nucleus of our squad coming from our last two
recruitin~ vears, our long range olans for return to success are
in order. "
MSU will hold its Annual Basket ball Press Day on October 24
at noon in the Len Miller Room in the AAC.

The Eagles will p l ay

their Blue- Gold intrasauad game on Nov. 7 at 7:30.
invited.

The public is
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November 16, 1985

Game /110
THE EAGLES vs THE COLONELS
Game Notes

LAST WEEK: Morehead State (1-8, 0-5) was idle last week while Eastern
Kentucky (6-3, 4-2) defeated Tennessee Tech last Saturday 35-17
in Richmond. In MSU's last outing, (Nov. 2 vs Western Kentucky)
the Eagles blew a 13-0 lead and lost to the Hilltoppers 26-13 in
Bowling Green.
THE OLD NATURAL RIVALRY: According to MSU records, the Eagles and
Colonels first met on the gridiron in 1927, the first year of
football at MSU. In the 55 meetings eo date, MSU has won 15,
EKU has won 36, and there have been four ties. The Colonels
have won 13 straight making 1971 the last year MSU defeated
Eastern Ky. in football. Todays game features the oldest rivalry
of the Ohio Valley Conference's current members.

'

CAN YOU THROW OUT THE RECORDS?
Despite some lackluster seasons in
r ecent history, the Eagles (on occasion) have played EKU very
tough . For examp l e, MSU finished 2-9 last year, but gave the
Colonels fits in Richmond before losing 48-38. However, that
rule has not always applied. In 1983, EKU defeated MSU 56-0,
handing the Eagles their second worst defeat ever. In 1981,
when EKU reached the finals of the Div. I-AA playoffs, MSU lost
to the Colonels 21-17.
EAGLE EYE-OPENERS: MSU punter Greg Burke continues to lead the OVC
in punting with a 44.0 average per punt. The sophomore from
Louisville, Kv. is fourth in the nation in Div . I-AA after ranking third last week. Burke was first in the nation after MSU's
first two games.
MSU quarterback Adrian Breen leads the OVC in passing although
he did not play in the Western Kentucky game on Nov. 2 and will
not be starting today. Breen is 104 of 211 for 1,232 yards and
five touchdowns with 11 interceptions. Todays' starting quarterback, Jeff McGuire, is 52 of 96 for 726 yards and four touchdowns
with nine interceptions.

-

MSU tightend Steve Collins is MSU's leading receiver and fourth
in the Ohio Valley Conference. The junior has 34 receptions for
394 yards and two touchdowns.

November 21, 1985

Dear Representatives of the Media :
Coach Bobby Laugh l in served Morehead State University
for many years . Coach Laughlin ' s contributions to Morehead
State University are innumerable. Since his passing, many
of his friends have tr i ed to think of some way to h onor Coach
Laughlin and to keep h i s memory al i ve . That group of people
have dec i ded that the most appropriate way to honor the Coach
is to establish an Endowment Scholarship Fund. This Endowmen t
would be known as the "Coach Robert Laughlin Endowment Scholarship ." I t woul d be available for and could be u sed by the
children , grandchildren , and great- grandchildren , etc . of
the players and manager s of Coach Laughlin . I t will be used
to provide financ i al h elp for deser ving heirs to the legacy
of Coach Bobby Laughlin .
To establish this scholarship , we need your help ! The
people listed on this l etter are a group located in the Morehead
area who are attempting to see this scholarship dream come
true . However , the number interest ed and working to establi sh
this scholarship is far greater than space affords on thi s
l etter . We need your help in two areas : To disseminate information about the scholarship and to let poten tial recipients
of the schol arship know that it is available. We a l so need
your financial help a nd to know the names and addresses of other
friends of Coach Laugh l in who woul d be interested in helping .
A cor poration has been set up so that you may make a taxdeductab l e contribution to the Endowment Scholarship .
Please send your contribution to: The Robert Laughlin
Endowment Scholarship , Morehead Na t ional Bank , Attn: George
Archbold , President , P . 0 . Box K, Morehead , KY 40351 .
Names and addresses of other donors and pot ential scholarship recipients can be sent to : Steve Hamilton, UPO 755 ,
Morehead State University , Morehead , KY 40351 .
Thank you for you r interest and help in this endeavor .

Dr . Roscoe Playforth

Mr . John Allen

Mr . John Petro

Dr . Rex Ch aney

Mr . Steve Hamilton

Ms . Chrissie Arnold

Dr. Pat Serey

Mr . Wayne Martin

Mr . Paul Stokes
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OVC COACHES PICK EAGLES FOURTH; MARATHON OIL AAU UP NEXT
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Morehead State basketball team will play its
annual exhibition game against Marathon Oil AAU this Wednesday night at
7:30 p .m. in the Academic-Athletic Center. Tickets are $3 for adults,
$1 for students and will be sold at the door. MSU students are eligible
for a $250 scholarship to be given away at the end of the game. You must
be present to win.
The Eagles will officially open the season on Nov. 23 against Franklin
College at 7:30 p.m. in the AAC.
Last Thursday at the Ohio Valley Conference's annual basketball press
day, the OVC coaches picked Morehead State to finish fourth in the league
after a 7-20 record last year and an eighth place standing in the conference.
"I feel honored that our team was picked fourth," MSU head coach Wayne
Martin said. "If we do finish fourth it would be a nice jump up from last
season."
MSU placed 6-9 center Bob Mccann on the All-OVC first team. McCann,
who average 17.l points and 9.7 rebounds per game as a sophomore, was
named All-OVC, the OVC's To~ Newcomer , and Associated Press Honorable-Mention
All-American last season.
-30-
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YOUNG EAGLES TAKE THEIR SHOW ON THE ROAD!
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- With a pair of win s nestled away in their
own abode, the Morehead State Eagles face their first road trip of
the young season.
After defeating Franklin College (71-68) and Tennessee Wesleyan
(69-55), the Eagles wi ll face Southern Illinois in Carbondale at
8:35 p.m. on Dec. 4 and Purdue Univer sity at 7:3 5 p.m. on Dec. 5.
"We are taking seven freshmen on their first road trip, " MSU
head coach T•Jayne Martin said .

"It definitely wi ll be a learning

experience for them and a reacquaintance for our one year veterans
who know how tough it is to play away from home."
The Salukis, under first year coach Rick Herrin, will have five
games under their belts by the time MSU gets to Carbondale.

SIU,

a member of the Missouri Valley Conference, finished 14-14 last
season and stood at 1- 1 before games against Nebraska, Wisconsin Stevens Point and Western Kentucky University.

The Salukis a re

led by 6-5 for ward Doug Novsek who averages 17.5 points per game
and 6 . 0 rebounds.

Freshman forwar d Billy Ross averages 10.5 points

and 4 . 0 rebounds per game.
The Purdue Boilermakers open the season against Stetson University
before playing in the Great Alaska Shootout.

Coach Gene Keady,

former head coach at Western Kentucky University, will also have his Big
Ten Conference team against San Francisco State before hosting MSU.

"I feel Southern Illinois is similar to us in youth and in
their search for their team's identity," Martin added.

"Purdue,

of course, is a mainstay in the upper division of the Big Ten and
among national basketball powers."
MSU will return home on Dec. 7 to face South Carolina State
at 7:30 p .m. in the Academic-Athletic Center.
Probable Starters
(Morhead State)
Forward - Roland Chadwick (6-5, 184, So.)
Forward - Andre Kibbler (6-6, 195, Fr.)
Center - Bob Mccann (6-9, 255, Jr.)
Guard - Bo Rivers (6-3, 212, Fr.)
Guard - Jeff Griffin (6-4, 190, Fr.)
(Southern Illinois)
Forward - Doug Novsek (6-5, 185, Jr . )
Forward - Billy Ross (6-4, 220, Fr.)
Center - Ken Dusharm (6-7, 205, Jr.)
Guard - Brian Welch (6-3, 180, Jr.)
Guard - Steve Middleton (6-2, 180, So.)
(Purdue University)
Forward - Todd Mitchell
Forward - Doug Lee ( 6-5 ,
Center - Mel vin McCants
Guard - Mack Gadis (6-1,
Guard - Troy Lewis (6-4,

/pb
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(6-7,
213,
(6-9,
178,
185,

199, So.)
Jr.)
220, Fr.)
Sr.)
So.)
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EAGLES SHOOT FOR SIXTH WIN; MARTIN GOES FOR 200TH
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- While the Morehead State Eagles attempt to
claim their sixth win of the season in seven tries this Saturday
night, head coach Wayne Martin will be seeking his 200th career
win at the collegiate level.
The milestone could be reached this Saturday when MSU entertains
Bowling Green State University at 7:30 p. m. in the Academic - Athletic
Center.
Martin is 199- 121 overall in his 12th year of collegiate coaching,
including a 113- 88 mark at MSU .
The Eagles a re led in s coring by junior center Bob McCann with
17 . 2 points per game and 11.0 rebounds per contest .

The nat i ve of

Morristown , N.J. , pumped in a season high 25 po int s and grabbed a
career hi gh 19 rebounds in a victory over Ohio Wesleyan Wednesday
night.

Freshman guard Jeff Griffin leads the team with 37 assists

on the season and is averaging 34.5 minutes per game.
Bowling Green was 1-1 on the season prior to its Thursday night
game with Defiance College .
"Like us, Bowling Green returns a lot of people and have added
some new faces that a re factors right now, " Eagle head coach Wayne
Martin commented .

"We h ad a v ery close loss las t year at their

place and you can bet they will be well coached. "

The Falcons are under the direction of John Weinert who is in
his 10th year at BGSU and in his 20th overall at the collegiate level.
The Eagles, now 4-0 at home, have a 51-9 accumulative record in
the Academic-Athletic Center for an .850 winning percentage.
After Saturday night ' s game with Bowling Green, the Eagles will
travel to Nashville, Tenn., to play Tennessee State on Dec . 17.

##################
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Game Not es
Morehead St a t e Eagles vs
Wagner Co llege Seah awk s
Manufacture rs Hanover Classic
Mu lcahy Center
Game #5

EAGLES TRAVEL EAST TO PLAY IN FOUR-TEAM TOURNAMENT

MOREHEAD , Ky . ---- - The Morehead State Eagles wi ll try to
snap a two - game losing skid thi s Fr iday night when MSU faces
Wagner College at 6 : 00 p . m. in the first - round of the
Manufactur ers Hanover Classic in New Rochelle , N. Y.
The 2 - 2 Eagles defeated Tiff i n University ( 83 - 75) and
Tennessee Wes l eyan (1 08 - 71 ) to start t he season , but lost to
Western I llinois ( 86 -7 9 ) and most recently South Caroli na State
( 64 - 63 ) in Orangeburg , S.C .
" We have a team that has had fou r to six players play p r etty
well

each game ,"

MSU ninth year head coach Wayne Martin said.

" We are s t ill searchi ng for the chemistry that wi l l make us as
good as we can be .

We are playing hard and do i ng some things

very well . "
Through four games t he Eagles are being led by double - figure
scorers Bob Mccann (16 . 3 ), Talbert Turner (11 . 3 ) and Bo Rivers
( 10 . 8 ) .

- more -

,.

Mccann , MSU's 6-9 center and a senior from Morristown, N.J.
is also the team's leading rebounder (11.3).

Turner, a 5-10

junior from Peach Grove , Ky., had a season-high (19 pts) against
South Carolina State last Monday .

Rivers, a 6-3 sophomore from

Haines City, Fla . , has helped the Eagles inside with his (8.0)
rebounds per game .
MSU will be out to defend the 1985 - 86 NCAA scoring champion
in Wagner's Terrance Bailey.

The 6-2 senior averaged (29.4 ppg)

last year as well as 5 . 5 rebounds .

The Seahawks stood at 2-1

going into Wednesday nights game with New York - Maritime.
"Terrance Bailey led the nation in scoring last year and
reportedly shoots the ball when he comes out of the dressing
room," Martin added.
MSU and Wagner will meet for the first time on the hardwood .
The Seahawks are coached by Neil Kennett (Trenton State '73) who
started his fifth season with a 44-79 mark.

Wagner returned

six lettermen and three starters from last year's 16-13 team.
The Seahawks are a member of the East Coast Athletic Conference
(Metro) .
The winner of the MSU-Wagner College game will advance to
the championship game Saturday night at 8 : 00 p . m. against the
winner of the Iona-Grambling game.

The consolation game will be

played at 6 : 00 p.m .
TENTATIVE STARTING LINEUPS .. . ... . .. .
#20 Talbert Turner
#32 Bo Rivers
#23 Bob Mccann
#22 Pate Clements
#25 Jeff Griffin

(5-10 , Jr . )
(6-3 , So . )
(6-9, Sr.)
(6-7, Sr.)
(6-5, So . )

G
G
C
F
F

#11
#21
#45
#31
#43

Andre Van Drost ( 6-2 , Sr.)
Terrance Bailey (6-2, Sr . )
Todd Grain
(6-8, So . )
(6-6, Fr.)
Dean Borges
Largest Agbejemisin ( 6-7, Sr . )

.,.

•

r

A WORD ABOUT WAGNER COLLEGE .... .... Wagn~ r College is located in
Staten Island , N.Y ., with an enrollment of 1 , 500 students. The
Seahawks are a Division I member and play their home games in
Sutter Gymnasium . The President of Wagner College is Dr. Sam H.
Frank while the Athletic Director is Walt Hameline. For information
about Wagner College athletics contact sports information director
John Stallings at (718) 390 - 3227 (office ) or (718) 390 - 3273 (home) .

THE COACHES ......... Morehead State graduate Wayne Martin ('68) is in
his ninth season as MSU ' s head coach with a current 118-108
record . Overall he is 204-141 in his 13th year of collegiate
coaching . Wagner's Neil Kennett was 44-79 going into his fifth
year of collegiate coaching , all of them at Wagner.

EAGLES PARTICIPATE WITH THREE STRANGERS .... . ..... Morehead State will
not only be playing Wagner College for the first time, but the
Eagles have never played Grambling or Iona on the hardwood e i ther .

EAGLES OUT TO IMPROVE RECORD IN REGULAR SEASON TOURNAMENTS ....... .
Under Coach Wayne Martin , the Eagles have a 5- 5 record in regular
season basketball tournaments . MSU ' s last win came in the
McDonald's Eagle Class i c against Cl eve l and State (6 2-60 ) in 1981.
1978-79

1980-81

(Fresno State Classic )

(McDonald's Eagle Classic )

W 63 - 59 Georgia State
L 96 - 51 Fresno State

W 70-59 Illinois-Chicago Circle
W 86 - 80 Tennessee State

1981-8 2

1981-82

(McDonald ' s Eagle Classic)

(Hatter Classic)

W 81-72 Western Illinois
W 62-60 Cleveland State

L 68 - 61 Stetson
L 80-74 Centenary
1982 - 83

(UNLV Rebel Roundup )
L 71-66 Baylor
L 81-79 Long Island
- more -
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MSU ANNOUNCES THREE "FAMILY NIGHT" BASKETBALL SPECIALS
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Assistant Athletic
Director Dave Brunk has announced a special promotion for three MSU
men's basketball games.
MSU's games on Dec. 21 (Western Kentucky), Jan. 4 (Clinch
Valley) and Feb. 10 (Austin Peay) will be designated "Kentucky
Publishing Family Night ."
A special family night coupon will appear in the Morehead
News and other regional newspapers published by the Kentucky Publishing Company .
For $3, plus the coupon, your entire family can watch the
MSU Eagles in action in the Academic- Athletic Center.
Enjoy good, wholesome family entertainment on these special
"Kentucky Publishing Family Nights. "
Dec. 21 - MSU vs Western Kentucky
Jan.

4 - MSU vs Clinch Valley

Feb. 10 - MSU vs Austin Peay
(All games begin at 7: 30 p. m. )

iNNNf
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EAGLES BREAK FOR HOLIDAYS; YiARSHALL UP NEXT
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---With n ine games under their wings and three r emaining
prior to league play , the Morehead State Eagles will take five days off
before returning to pr actice on Dec. 27.
The Eagles, 75-68 losers to the highly touted Western Kentucky Hilltopper
last Saturday, will have another tough ch allenge on Dec . 31 when they travel
to Huntington, W.Va . , to face the Thundering Herd of Marshall Univer sity at
6:00 p.m. in a New Year's Eve special.
The Eagles, 6- 3 and losers of two straight, are led by All-OVC center
Bob McCann. The 6-9 native of Morristown, N.J., was last week named the "OVC
Player of the Week." McCann is averaging 19. 2 points and 11.4 rebounds per
game including a season high 32 points against Bowling Green and a career
high 1 9 rebounds against Oh io Wes l eyan.
MSU forward Mike Harrison is averaging 8. 1 points per game while five
other Eagles are averaging six points per game or better .
"We are hoping our players will springboard off their fine performance
against Western and return to practice res ted and ready to go, " MSU head
coach Wayne Martin remarked. "I told our f irst year p l ayers to ge t ready for
a fun and intense game. The MSU- Marshall rivalry is a good one and I think
both teams enjoy playing each other. "
Marshall has reeled off four straieht wins enroute to a 6- 4 record. The
Herd i s led by 6-2 guard Skip Henderson ' s 17.3 points per g ame with 6- 9
center Tom Curry knocking in 14.0 points per outing .
The Eag les traveled to the Henderson Center last season and s uffered a
79 - 73 setback . MSU leads the series 41-39 .
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MIKE BROWN IS A HIT WITH THE RACKET
MOREHEAD , Ky. - -- Mike Brown, assistant professor of Health,
Phy sica l Education

&

Recrea tion at Morehea d State University, captured

the Men's Class "A" Racquetball Champions hip in Lexing ton last
weekend .
The 44 year old Morehead native won all four matches at the
Lexington Racquetball

&

Fitness Club in a tournament that was part

of the Kentucky Tour Event.
Brown defeated Richard Gardner of Louisvil l e in the first match
10- 15, 15-8 and 11- 3.

The second round saw Brown eliminate Gary

Spivack of Lexington 15-11, 15- 6.
In the semi- finals Brown defea t ed Lexington' s Chuck Myers
13- 15, 15-7, 11-4 befor e downing Mark Stein-Riede of Cincinnati
in the finals 15-7 , 15- 6.
Over 140 men and women participated in the tournament.
Brown,. Chairman of MSU's Athletic Cormnittee and member of
MSU ' s Faculty-Senate, has been playing tournamen t racquetball for
over 13 years.

He has several other tournament championships to

his credit including the Charleston (ii.Va.) championship and the
McDonald's Classic in Ashland.

Twice he has finished as runner-

up in the State Championships.
Brown will team up with Morehead native Bi l ly Fouch next
month in a double's champions hip in Lexing t on.
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MSU WILL HONOR FOR!1ER GREATS WITH INDUCTION INTO ATHLETIC HALL OF FAME
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Seventeen former Morehead State University a thletes have
been selected as the fi rst honorees to be inducted into the MSU Athletic Hall
of Fame.
The move to create the Hall of Fame was spearheaded by MSU President
Herb F. Reinhard.
"It is extremely fitting that Morehead State University inaugur a te an
Athletic Hall -of Fame , for athletics has certainly served as a very integral
part of the history of this institution," Reinhard said. "The committee
epresents all eras of MSU athletics and I am confident that those who are
inducted each year will be those who have represented this university wi t h
distinction."
The induction ceremony and luncheon will take place at noon on Sept. 7
in the Crager Room of the Adron Doran University Center . Wives and children
of the inductees are also invited to attend the schedule of events which also
includes campus tours, a reception and buffet at President Reinhard's home and
recognition at halftime of MSU's season opener against Marshall at Jayne
Stadium.
Seven of the 17 inductees are basketball All-Americans, seven are football
players and three are forme r coaches. The basketball inductees are:
JOHN E. (SONNY) ALLEN of Morehead, Ky.---Allen recently retired as MSU's
assistant athletic director. He is third on MSU's all - time scoring list
with 1,923 points. Allen played from 1946 to 1950 attaining All-American
status in 1950. He is MSU's only four - time all-conference performer and
recorded a 226- 137 record in 14 seasons as MSU 's head baseball coach.

- more-

MSU WILJ:., HONOR FORMER GREATS WITH INDUCTION INTO ATHLETIC HALL OF FAME
Allen was also named "OVC Coach of the Year" three times and collected
three OVC Championships. The Morehead native accumulated 923 coaching wins
on MSU's campus involving four sports with Breckinridge Training School
and MSU. MSU's baseball field is also named in his honor.
STEVE HAMILTON of Morehead, Ky.---Hamilton is MSU's current head baseball coach.
The two-sport professional is fourth on MSU's all-time scoring list with
1,829 points and holds five MSU basketball records, all of them in the
rebounding de?artment. Hamilton maintains the school record for the best
rebounding average in one season (20.1) and in a career (16.4). The
southpaw also holds the school record for most rebounds in a game (38),
in a season (543) and in a career (1,675). He has the second best singlegame scoring performance at MSU, tossing in 51 points against Ohio
University during the 1956-57 season. Hamilton was named All-American in
1957 and is a two-time All-OVC selection. His career includes 11 years as
a pitcher in the major leagues and a stint with the Minneapolis Lakers of
the National Basketball Association. As MSU's head baseball coach, Hamilton
has accumulated a 230-173 record in 10 years . That decade includes four
divisional championships, one regular season title and two trips t o the
NCAA Tournament. Hamilton has been honored as OVC Coach of the Year four
times.
DAN SWARTZ of Owingsville, Ky.---Swartz is a former teammate of Steve Hamilton.
He played basketball at MSU from 1953-56 and totaled 1,925 points in just
three seasons which ranks him second behind Herbie Stamper on the all-time
scoring list. The Owingsville native was named All-American in 1957 and is
a two-time All-OVC selection . Swartz holds eight MSU scoring records
including the highest scoring average for a single season (28.6) and
career (27.5). His 828 points scored during his senior season remains as
MSU's highest output. Swartz also holds MSU marks for most field goals
attempted in a season (638), most field goals made in a season (282),
most free throws attempted in a season (344) and career (929), and most
free throws made in a season (264) and career (685). Swartz scored 40
points or more in three different games, including 47 against Middle
Tennessee in 1955 which stands as the fourth best single-game performance
in MSU history.
EARL DUNCAN of Louisville, Ky.---Duncan's career covered the courts from 1939
to 1943. During that time he totaled 1 ,430 points which places him ninth
on MSU's all-time scoring list. The forward came to MSU from Georgetown,
Ky., and was MSU's first basketball All-American in 1943. Duncan left
MSU with an impressive 19.3 scoring average, the seventh best career
average in MSU history. He was three times named All - KIAC. Duncan's best
single- game performance came against Marshall when he burned the net s for
35 points against the Thundering Herd during the 1942-43 season. He led
all of the state's scorers in 1942 and 1943.
WARREN COOPER of Morehead, Ky.---A former teammate of Duncan, Cooper played
basketball at Morehead State University from 1942 to 1945. His three years
produced 1,011 points which places the Morehead native nineteenth on MSU's
all-time scoring sheet . Cooper came to MSU from Brooksville , Ky., and
eventually became MSU's second All-American in 1945. His career included
-more-
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ELLIS T. JOHNSON of Huntington,W.Va. --- According to many at MSU, El lis T.
Johns on was one of the ~reatest coaches of his era. Johnson was head
football coach at Morehead State University for 14 year s and head
basketball coach for 15 years. He has won more games than any other h ead
coach at MSU in both sport s. Johnson ' s footb al l record stands at 54-44-1 0
while his basketball mark is 1 76 -158 for a total of 230 wins a t MSU.
Johns on has already been inducted into the Ohio Va lley Conference Spor ts
Hall of Fame and was the first inductee into the Ashland Hall of Fame.
Johnson's best year as football coach was in 19 37 when the Eag les went
7-1. Only three teams scored on MS U that year. His best basketball s eas on
came during the 1936-37 campaign when the Eagles finished 16-8.
BOB LAUGHLIN of Morehead, Ky. - --Laughlin was MSU's head basketball coach for
12 years from 1953 -1 965. During his tenure the Eagles mounted a 166-120
record for a .581 winning percentage. Laughlin 's teams shared f irst place
in the OVC four different seasons and he coached his way to three 19- win
campaigns. His 1955-56 team holds the school record for the most lopsided
win (138 -7 0 over Centre) and highest . scoring tean (95.9 average). Laughl in
coached 11 All-OVC players and three All-Americans. He was the first MSU
basketball coach to receive OVC Coach of the Year honors and he took three
different teams to the NCAA Tournament. The native of Mt . Sterling, Ky.,
saw his 1956-57 team lead the entire nation in rebounding with 1,735
caroms. Known for his fast -breaking teams, Laughlin has five of his former
players currently listed on MSU 's top twenty career scorers, better known
as the 1,000-point club. The Laughlin Health Building, which was built in
the late 1960's, is named in his honor.
LAWRENCE FRALEY of Middletown, Ohio---Fraley will go down in the MSU history
books as one of the first multi-talented athletes to put on an Eagle
enlf0rm ~ Unfortunately some of Fraley 's abilities may have gone
unrecognized since he played in the Pre-All American era. In fact, Fraley
was · one of the first students to enroll at .Morehead State University .
=
He lettered in three sports at MSU, football, basketball and baseball.
Fraley played halfback on the footba ll team, was a guard on the basketball
team and played both the infield and outfield for the baseball team. He
was known for his great speed and size.
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The other football inductees are Paul Adams , Vincent (Moose) Zachem,
?

Lustic, and Dave Haverdick.

PAUL ADAMS of Flatwoods, Ky .---Adams came to Morehead State Universit v from
Coal Grove, Ohio. He was named All-American in 1940, succeeding Horton
and Radjunas. He was also named to the All-American Honorable Mention team
his junior season. Adams was one of the great centers to play at MSU.
During his senior season, Adams and the rest of the offensive line opened
gaps to support a 46-0 win over Alfred Holbrook in 1940. Adams helped set
the stage for a long line of great centers at Morehead State Universit y .
VINCENT (MOOSE) ZACHEM of Ashland, Ky .---The tradition of great centers continued
at MSU when Zachem came to Morehead State University from Ashland, Ky . He
would become the Eagle's fourth football All-American in 1942. Zachem and
the Eagles finished 4-1-2 his senior season, but his biggest memory may
stern from the 1941 campaign. That year MSU embarrassed Rio Grande 104-0,
which stands as MSU's most lopsided win. Zachem was the last Eagle center
t o be named All-American.
JOE LUSTIC of Maysville, Ky.-- - While the All-American offensive lineman were
opening holes, Joe Lustic was providing plenty of excitement in the Eagle
backfield. The runningback from Maysville, Ky., was named All-American in
1946, the first Eagle All-American other than an offensive lineman. Lustic
helped the Eagles to a 6- 1 record in 1946 which included a 55-7 win over
Union to end the season. Lustic's speed and quick moves earned him the
nickname "Jumpin Joe."
DAVE HAVERDICK of Canton, Ohio-- -Haverdick became Morehead State University's
sixth football All-American in 1969. He was a very strong defensive tackle
and was twice named first - team All-Ohio Valley Conference. He played two
years under coach Guy Penny and a pair under Jake Hallum. During Haverdick' s
playing days, the Eagles won 20 games, lost 15 and tied two. His senior
year he was listed at 6-4, 240 pounds . Haverdick also lettered one year
in track at MSU.
Three of MSU's great head coaches are also being inducted into the school's
Athletic Hall of Fame . Ellis T. Johnson and Bob Laughlin are two . while the
third, Len Miller, is being honored posthumously.
LEN MILLER of Deland, Fla.---Miller was the head basketball coach at Morehead
State University for two seasons (1943-45). He took over for Ellis T.
J ohn son during the war. Mi l ler was a head coaches dream come true accepting
responsibilities from all angles of the game. He was Johnson's dedicated
assistant for manv ,many years in both football and basketball. He put two
fine seasons together as head basketball coach in Johnson's absence, going
12-3 and 16-6 including a KIAC Championship . His combined head coaching
record was 28-9. The Len Miller Room in the Academic-Athletic Center is
named in his honor.
-more-
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hel"?ing the Eagles to a 40-1 9 record. Nicknamed the " Brooksville Flash,"
Cooper led his high school team (Brooksville ) to the state title in 1939.
HAROLD SERGENT of Lexington, Ky.---Sergent is a 1963 All-Ameri can from Ashland,
Ky., who scored 1 , 469 points from 1962-65. That three year total has him
currently seventh on MSU ' s all - ti~e scori ng list. Sergent was named All - OVC
all three seasons and he le ft MSU with a 23 . 2 scor ing average, the second
highest in MSU hi stor y . He ho lds the MSU r ecord for the best single - game
scoring performance by tossing in 52 point s against Middle Tennessee
durin~ the 1964- 65 s eason. Serg ent is the only basketball Eagle to be
named Ohio Valley Conferen ce Play er of the Year. He was given the honor
in 1963 , when the awa r d began. He was also an excellent baseball player
at MSU. The All-OVC baseball standout shares the OVC pitching recor d for
the most wins in a s eason (10 ) .
LEONARD COULTER of Louis vi lle, Ky.- -- Coulter i s the last basketball player to
be ~i ven All-American status at MSU . The three-time All-OVC star set the
school record for most consecutiv e field goals (13) and most points scored
in a sophomore season (651). Coulter left MSU wit h 1,781 points , wh ich
places him fifth on the all-time scoring li st . Hi s career average is 23 .1 ,
the third best in MSU history . His 42 points against Tenne ss ee Te ch during
the 19 71-72 season is the six t h best single-game p erformance in MSU histor y
Coulter led the OVC in rebounding his sophomore season with a 14.5 average
and finished second in scoring that year with a 23.4 average. In hi s three
years at MSU, t he Eagles tallied 38 OVC wins against 14 losses.
Seven former MSU football p l ayers are beine; inducted into the Hall of Fame ,
six of which attained All-American status. Two of the Eagle greats are being
honored posthumously. They are John (Buck) Horton and Stanley Radjunas.
JOHN (BUCK) HORTON of Mt. Sterling, Ky. ---Horton was Morehea d State University ' t
first foo tball All-American in 1938. He came to MSU from Mt. Sterling a n d
play ed on one of MSU 's most productive off ensive footba l l teams. Horton
was MSU's center in the late 1930's where he opened up many holes for Eagl£
runningbacks in what was then a rushing-oriented game. In 1938, Horton
helped the Eagle s to a 76-0 opening day win over Lawrence Tech. It is MSU' ~
third larges t win ever. That 1938 team went on to score 58 points on t hree
different occasions during that season which saw the Eagles finish 5-1 - 1.
The only team to score on MSU that season was Murray State.
StANLEY RADJUNAS of Ashland, Ky.---Radjunas became MSU 's second football All American in 1939. He came to Morehead State University fr om New Britain ,
Conn . , and was a member of the offensive line. Radjunas was also given
Honorable Mention All-American honors in 1938 , his junior season. Like
Horton, he helped open the holes for the Eagle runningbacks. From 1937 to
1939, MSU totaled an 18-4-1 record. Radjunas was also MSU's head basebal l
coach from 1946 to 1953. In those eight seasons the Eagl e s were 68 - 49
including one KIAC Championship and one Ohio Val ley Conference Eastern
Division Championship. MSU's best season under Radjunas was in 1952 when
the Eag les fini shed with a 12-3 slate .
-more-
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The other foo tball induc tee s are Paul Adams, Vincen t (Moose) Zachem ,
Lustic, and Dave Haverdick.
PAUL ADAMS of Flatwoods, Ky. ---Adams came to Morehead Sta
Coal Grove, Ohio. He was named All-Americ an in 1940,
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VINCENT (MOOSE) ZACHEM of Ashland, Ky.- --The tradition of great centers continued
at MSU when Zachem came to Morehead State Unive rsity from Ashland, Ky . He
would become the Eagle's fourth football All - Ame ri can in 1942. Zachem and
the Eagles finished 4-1 - 2 his senior season, but his biggest memory may
stem from the 1941 campaign. That year MSU embarrassed Rio Grande 104- 0,
which stands as MSU's most lopsided win . Zachem was the last Eag le center
to be named All-American.
JOE LUSTIC of Maysville, Ky .- --While the All-American offensive lineman were
opening holes, Joe Lustic was prov iding plenty of excitement in the Eagle
backfield. The runningback from Maysville, Ky., was named All -American in
1946 , the first Eagle All-American other than an offensive lineman. Lustic
helped the Eagles to a 6-1 record in 1946 which included a 55-7 win over
Union to end the season. Lustic's speed and quick moves earned him the
nickname "Jumpin Joe."
DAVE HAVERDICK of Canton, Ohio---Haverdick became Morehead State University's
sixth football All-American in 1969. He was a very strong defensive tackle
and was twice named first-team All-Ohio Valley Conference. He played two
years under coach Guy Penny and a pair under Jake Hallum. During Haverdick' s
playing days, the Eagles won 20 games, lost 15 and tied two. His senior
year he was listed at 6-4, 240 pounds. Haverdick also lettered one year
in track at MSU.
Three of MSU's great head coaches are also being inducted into the school ' s
Athletic Hall of Fame. Ellis T. Johnson and Bob Laugh lin are two. while the
third, Len Miller, is being honored posthumously.
LEN MILLER of Deland, Fla.---Mi l ler was the head basketball coach at Morehead
State University for two seasons (1943-45). He took over for Ellis T.
Johnson during the war. Miller was a head coaches dream come true accepting
responsibilities from all angles of the game. He was Johnson's dedicated
assistant for manv,many y ears in bo th football and basketball. He put two
fine seasons together as head basketball coach in Johnson's absence, going
1 2- 3 and 16-6 including a KIAC Championship. His combined head coaching
record was 28-9. The Len Miller Room in the Academic-Athletic Center is
named in his honor.
-mor e-
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ELLIS T. JOHNSON of Huntington,W.Va.---According t o many at MSU, Elli s T .
Johnson was one of the ~reates t coaches o f his era . J ohn son wa s head
football coach at Morehead State University f or 14 year s and he a d
basketball coach for 15 years . He has won mo re games than any o ther he a d
coach at M~U in bo th s ports . J ohns on ' s f oo tb a ll re cord s t a nds a t 54 - 44-1 0
while his basketball mark i s 1 76-158 f o r a to t a l of 230 wins at MSU.
Johnson has alread y been inducted into the Ohio Valley Conference Sport s
Hall of Fame and was the first inductee into the Ashland Hall of Fame.
Johnson's best year as football coach was in 1937 when the Eagles went
7-1. Only three teams scored on MSU that year. His best basketball seas on
came during the 1936-37 campaign when the Eagles finished 16- 8 .
BOB LAUGHLIN of Morehead, Ky. --- Laughlin was MSU's head basketball coach f or
12 years from 1953-1965. During his tenure the Eagles mounted a 166-1 20
record for a .581 winning percentage. Laughlin's teams shared first place
in the OVC four different seasons and he coached his wa y to three 19-win
campaigns. His 1955-56 team holds the school record for the most l opsided
win (138-70 over Centre) and highest scoring tean (95.9 average). Laughlin
coached 11 All-OVC players and three All-Americans. He was the first MSU
basketball coach to receive OVC Coach of the Year honors and he took three
di fferent teams to the NCAA Tournament. The native of Mt. Sterling , Ky . ,
saw his 1956-57 team lead the entire nation in rebounding with 1,735
caroms. Known for his fast-breaking teams, Laughlin has five of his f ormer
players currently listed on MSU's top twenty career scorers, better known
as the 1,000-point club. The Laughlin Health Building , which was built in
the late 1960's, is named in his honor.
LAWRENCE FRALEY of Middletown, Ohio---Fraley will eo down in the MSU history
books as one of the fi rst multi-talented athletes to put on an Eagle
anlform : Unfortunately some of Fraley ' s abilities may have gone
unrecognized since he played in the Pre- All American era. In fact , Fraley
was · one of · the first students to enroll at .Morehead State University .
;
He lettered in three sports at MSU, football, basketball and baseball.
Fraley played halfback on the football team, was a guard on the basketball
team and played both the infield and outfield for the baseball team. He
was known fo r his great speed and size.
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FELDHAUS NAMED TO COSIDA ACADE~nc ALL-AMERICA TEAM
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State's Willie Feldhaus, a 6-6 junior member
of the Eagles basketball squad, has been named to the District IV Academic
All-America team as selected by the Coll ege Sports Information Directors
of America (CoSIDA).
Feldhaus, a native of Maysville, Ky., and product of Mason County High
School, was given the honor based on his achievements on the court and in
the classroom.
A biology and physical education major, Feldhaus had an outstanding
accumulative grade point average of 3.4 on a 4.0 scale and is also a member
of the Dean's List .

He started all 27 games for MSU during his sophomore

season averaging 8.8 (ppg) and 4.0 (rpg).

Willie's current statistics this

season (as of Feb. 11, 1986) are 6. 5 (ppg) and

2. 0 (rpg).

His career high is

21 points against Austin Peay on Feb. 23, 1985.
"It's fitting recognition for a young man who has worked extremely
hard to achieve in all endeavors in which he has undertaken , " Morehead State
head basketball coach Wayne Martin praised.
"Whether it be basketball or his efforts in the classroom, he will always
maximize his potential for success.

He ' s just a fine young man."

One of MSU ' s team captains, Feldhaus starred at Mason County High School.
He earned All-State honors in basketball and football.

His father, Allen Sr . ,

is the highly successful coach of Mason County's basketball team.
brother, Allen Jr., is also a member of the MSU basketball team.

Willie's
He joined

the MSU basketball staff this past fall as a graduate assistant coach.
Feldhaus will now be automatically placed on the CoSIDA Academic AllAmerica national ballot.
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MSU LADY EAGLE CHEERLEADERS SELECTED

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Six Morehead State University students
were named to the 1985-86 Lady Eagle cheerleading squad this
week.
Three Kentuckians were chosen to the squad.

They are

Sandy :Thi ttin ton, a freshman from Owingsville; Robert Fallen,
a sophomore from Clay City; and Melanie Gevedon, a sophomore
from West Liberty, Ky.
Also selected by a panel of seven judges were Vanessa
Tveeks, a freshman from Naples, Fla.; Cindy Patrick, a freshman
from West Union, Ohio; and Eugene Maxwell, a graduate student
from Savannah, Ga.
The squad' s advisor is Mickey Ferguson, a native of West
Liberty, Ky., and a 1983 graduate of Morehead State University.
She is an admissions counselor at MSU.

The squad will be

responsible for cheerleading the Lady Eagle basketball games .
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